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**agent network.** A collection of independent businesses, such as retailers, with which a bank or other financial services provider contracts to serve as points of interaction with the provider’s customers.

**cash-in, cash-out.** Transaction to convert a balance in a transaction account into cash, or incrementing a balance by paying in cash, often structured as a transfer between an agent’s account and a customer’s account, with the payer compensated in cash.

**chip card.** A plastic card in which is embedded a computer chip containing information about the cardholder’s identity and account.

**competition policy.** The set of government policies that governs the state of market competition in an economy, including entry and exit rules, antitrust enforcement, contestability of infrastructure, and related issues.

**contestability.** The absence of barriers to the entry of new competitors in a market (market contestability) or to the use of infrastructures and other inputs necessary for participation in the market (input contestability).

**digital (financial) services provider.** A mobile network operator or other nonbank entity that offers various financial services but only by electronic means, for example, using a mobile phone or the Internet.

**e-money.** A record of funds or value available to consumers that is stored on a payment device, such as a chip, a prepaid card, or a mobile phone, or on a computer system as a nontraditional account with a banking or a nonbanking entity. E-money products can be further differentiated into network money, mobile money, electronic purse, and electronic wallet (e-wallet).

**e-wallet.** An e-money product for which the record of funds is stored on a specific device, typically a chip on a card or in a mobile phone.

**ex ante regulation.** Government rules and regulations that set prerequisites on financial services providers as conditions for their entry and continued participation in a market.

**ex post regulation.** Government regulatory intervention that occurs only after a problem or market failure has been identified.

**float.** The aggregate of funds that, for a short interval after a transaction, have been credited to the account of the recipient but not yet debited from the account of the sender.

**functional approach.** An approach to financial services regulation in which services of the same nature are regulated in the same way, rather than, for example, according to the type of provider.

**interchange fee.** A fee charged by one provider of payment services to another—for example, the fee charged by a merchant’s bank (acquirer) to a cardholder’s bank (issuer) to compensate the issuer for the benefits that merchants receive when they accept electronic payments.

**interoperability.** A situation in which instruments belonging to a given scheme may be used in platforms developed by other schemes. Interoperability requires technical compatibility between systems, but it can take effect only when agreements have been concluded between the schemes concerned. In mobile money markets, interoperability implies the ability of users of one network to transact with users of another network, which can be achieved at different levels—at the customer level, at the agent level, or at the platform level.

**know-your-customer regulation.** Government rules and regulations that require a financial services provider to exercise due diligence in establishing the identity of its users, specifically, to ensure that the user is not engaged in money laundering or terrorist financing.

**macroprudential regulation; microprudential regulation.** See prudential regulation.

**mobile money.** An e-money product for which the record of funds is stored on a mobile phone or a central computer system...
and from which funds can be drawn down using specific payment instructions that are issued from the bearer’s device.

**mobile network operator.** A provider of wireless communications services that owns or controls the infrastructure necessary to deliver those services.

**narrow bank.** A bank that invests its funds (typically deposits) in only the safest instruments, such as government bonds or a deposit account at another bank—subject to prudential limits—or number of banks.

**network externality.** The additional value that a network gains by increasing the number of participants with whom to transact.

**off-network (off-net) transfer.** The transfer of funds to a recipient who is registered with a different mobile network than the sender, or the conversion of funds to (or from) cash for a recipient who is not registered with a network.

**payment.** The transfer of an item of value from one party (such as a person or company) to another in exchange for the provision of goods, services, or both, or to fulfill a legal obligation. In the context of this report, payments refer to digital transfers of value, thus excluding barter and cash payments.

**person-to-person transfer.** A transfer of funds directly from one person to another by electronic means rather than by cash or check.

**point of sale.** The time and place at which a retail transaction is completed by the customer making a payment to the merchant, using traditional or digital means, in exchange for goods or services.

**principle of proportionality.** See **risk-based approach.**

**prudential regulation.** Government rules and regulations that limit risk taking and some other behaviors of financial services providers to ensure the safety of an individual financial institution or of customers’ funds (microprudential regulation) or to preserve the soundness of the financial system as a whole (macroprudential regulation).

**risk-based approach.** An approach to financial services regulation that follows the principle of proportionality, such that the stringency of regulation of an activity is commensurate with the risk that the activity poses to users and creditors or to the system as a whole.

**safe assets.** Government securities or other high-quality liquid assets. They may also include deposits in other banks but with tight limitations and provided that those banks are properly supervised.

**safer corridor.** An electronic payments channel between two countries in which only those individuals and entities previously determined to be trustworthy (that is, whose names appear on a list of approved participants) are permitted to conduct transactions.

**SIM card.** The removable chip within a smartphone or similar device that contains information about the phone, the user’s identity, and possibly financial and other information.

**store-of-value instrument.** An account such as a deposit account, or an account on a device such as a magnetic card, that contains negotiable monetary value for a period longer than is necessary to complete a transaction.

**tiered pricing.** A schedule of prices for a service that varies, possibly with the value of the transaction(s), their volume, or the location, affluence, or other attributes of the customer.
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## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATM</td>
<td>automatic teller machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSP</td>
<td>digital services provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FATF</td>
<td>Financial Action Task Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G20</td>
<td>Group of 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KYC</td>
<td>know your customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML/TF</td>
<td>money laundering/terrorist financing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNO</td>
<td>mobile network operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2B</td>
<td>person to business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2P</td>
<td>person to person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POS</td>
<td>point of sale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIM</td>
<td>subscriber identity module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSD</td>
<td>Unstructured Supplementary Service Data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As recently as 2011, only 42 percent of adult Kenyans had a financial account of any kind; by 2014, according to the Global Findex database (World Bank 2015), that number had risen to 75 percent, including 63 percent of the poorest two-fifths. In Sub-Saharan Africa as a whole, the share of adults with financial accounts, either a traditional bank account or a mobile account, rose by nearly half over the same period. Many countries in other developing regions have also recorded gains, if less dramatic ones, in access to the basic financial services that most people in richer countries take for granted. Much of this progress is being facilitated by the digital revolution of recent decades, which has led to the emergence of new financial services and new delivery channels.

Whereas payment services often are the entry point into using formal financial services, they are not the only financial services being delivered at far lower cost and more widely in recent years. Indeed, driven by advances in new digital payment services, small-scale credit is starting to be provided in several developing countries, and many providers are experimenting with new modes for delivering various insurance services. Digital (payment) records are being used to make decisions about provision of credit to small businesses or individuals who do not have traditional collateral or credit history to secure loans. Additionally, affordable mobile systems have led to the provision of new and innovative financial services, which would not be economically sustainable under the traditional brick-and-mortar model. Examples of those innovations include mobile-based crop microinsurance in Sub-Saharan Africa and pay-as-you-go energy delivery models for off-grid customers in India, Peru, and Tanzania.1

Increased access to basic financial services, especially payments services, by larger segments of the currently unbanked population reflects to a large extent the growing use and application of digital/mobile technologies in developing countries (which is leading to major changes in financial services provision in advanced countries as well). Also critical has been the adoption of proper policy and regulation based on country-specific opportunities, needs, and conditions. Kenya and India provide two examples. Kenya’s recent success is partly explained by the restrained approach of its regulators, who preferred to set rules ex post, as services and their providers evolved, rather than impose a strict ex ante regime that might later prove a poor fit.

Taking a different approach, regulators in India have been reforming their institutional infrastructure to allow financial service providers to better serve the poor. In 2015, India witnessed the first in-principle approval of licenses for 11 payment banks, whose main aim is to enhance the (digital) provision of payment services to low-income populations. Institutions qualifying for these licenses were financial and nonfinancial firms, including digital service providers (DSPs). To strike a balance between fostering innovative approaches and ensuring safety, soundness, and consumer protection, the new payment banks may accept individual deposits up to a certain amount and engage in transfers and remittances. In contrast to regular banks, however, payment banks must not engage directly in lending; funds taken in must instead be invested only in certain explicitly permitted securities, thus guaranteeing the safety of the deposits.

As these and other examples show, the combination of innovation and sound regulation in financial services enables the private sector to improve economic opportunity and well-being for poor people in many countries. The examples also show that the paths leading to greater financial inclusion using the new digital technologies are multiple, evolving rapidly, and likely to be country-specific. The pace of progress is uneven, however, and from a global perspective, access to financial services remains limited. Again according to Global Findex, only 27.5 percent of the adult population in the world’s low-income countries had a financial account in 2014; the figure for developed countries was 94 percent. Much further

---

1. These and other examples are documented in Queen Maxima of the Netherlands (2015); Tellez and others (2014); and Winiecki and Kumar (2014).
progress, including through more and better regulatory reforms, is needed to make efficient, safe, reliable financial services available to all who might benefit.

Poor regulation is a major obstacle to financial inclusion—but it is not the only one. Others include lack of good infrastructure, weak institutions, poor cooperation, and unstable economic and political conditions. However, this report focuses solely on regulatory issues for two main reasons. First, regulatory changes are often needed to enable the successful adoption and adaptation of innovations in digital finance, encourage their use, and increase competition among their providers, so that those new technologies can benefit the poor in particular. Second, progress in improving financial inclusion must be compatible with the traditional mandates of financial regulation and supervision—namely, safeguarding the stability of the financial system, maintaining its integrity, and protecting consumers.

Determining the best regulatory approach for finance in general is challenging, as the rules will have to reflect the features of each specific financial service and the risks entailed from alternative forms of financial service provision. This challenge is even greater for digital finance, given the many new forms of provision and providers. Put differently, in the new world, policies and regulations will have to vary in a number of dimensions to help ensure efficient service delivery that is also safe to the users and to the overall system.

To tackle these challenges, the approach to regulation for financial inclusion advocated in this report follows three principles commonly used to guide regulatory choices: similar regulation for similar functions, regulation based on risk, and balance between ex ante and ex post regulation. Relying on these principles, the report advances specific recommendations in three distinct regulatory areas—competition policy, leveling the playing field, and know-your-customer (KYC) rules—with a full section of the report devoted to each topic. A final section of the report discusses all three topics further as they apply specifically to the retail payments sector. A full list of the report’s recommendations appears at the end of this summary.

**Competition policy**

Competition matters for financial inclusion, especially in developing countries, because a market open to fair competition leads to a greater variety of products and services, higher efficiencies, and lower costs, which ultimately means potential consumers currently on the sidelines will be more easily included. Competition policies tend to address the causes for inefficient outcomes resulting from the conduct and interactions among producers of financial services and between producers and consumers of financial services. Competition policies differ from initiatives aimed to level the playing field (see next section), as the latter address distortions derived from regulations applied to various products and services and the entities offering them. While the outcomes resulting from these inefficiencies and distortions may appear very similar, the underlying causes, market failures versus regulatory actions, are very different and thus require quite different solutions.2

Competition policy’s main goal is to allow—and indeed, encourage—new providers to enter. Because of crucial differences in their overall nature and their activities, however, the rules of entry should most likely differ between traditional players, such as banks, and nonbank digital services providers (DSPs). For the former, entry should be conditional on standard fit-and-proper requirements. If they meet those requirements, and as long as strong regulatory, supervisory, and consumer protection frameworks are in place, banks should face no constraints on entry and minimal limits on the services offered (recommendation 1).3

For nonbank DSPs, entry rules should depend on the services they offer. Entry of DSPs that offer bank-like services (stores of value not fully backed by safe assets, credit, and so forth) should be conditional on fit-and-proper standards similar to those for banks, but otherwise liberal; failure to meet this recommendation would imply discriminatory practices vis-à-vis banks. For those providers that restrict their retail activities to (small) payments and transfers or that offer stores of value fully backed by safe assets (such as government securities or other highly liquid assets), standards should

---

2. For instance, a DSP could be prevented from offering mobile money services because either the license allowing it to issue electronic money is reserved according to regulation to banks only or because access to business critical technology such as the USSD channel is provided at high cost by competing entities. The first case is a level playing field issue that can be solved by reviewing the relevant regulation. The second case is a competition issue because the dominant position of the USSD provider constrains the ability of the newcomer to access the technology at fair prices and conditions and compete effectively in the market.

3. Numbers in parentheses refer to specific recommendations from the report, which are listed at the end of this summary.
be relatively minimal and entry should be liberal, as their activities would pose little risk to the customer and the overall financial system (recommendation 2). In all cases, licenses should be awarded only to providers with proven technical and financial capabilities to ensure the quality of the services offered. For all providers, laws and regulations must ensure that no-longer-viable providers exit the market (recommendation 3). Sound antitrust rules and procedures also are needed to avoid the emergence of entities with excessive market power and uncompetitive pricing (recommendations 4 and 22).

A goal to help achieve full financial inclusion is a fully interoperable financial system, in which any user of any digital network can transact with any other. The issue is whether (and if so, when) interoperability can be expected to emerge spontaneously, as a market solution, and if it cannot, whether (and when) it should be mandated through competition policy. Most often, regulators should not have to mandate interoperability, as they can allow the market to spontaneously develop and implement the proper arrangements to reach this objective. However, since there are situations where regulatory interventions may be warranted, the timing of these actions is key: imposing interoperability too early can inhibit innovation and the development of digital transaction markets, but acting too late can lead to system inefficiencies and entrenched monopolies. Regulators should thus only ensure today that digital services retain the capacity to become interoperable, while keeping the option open to mandate interoperability tomorrow should it become necessary (recommendations 5 and 23).

Taking into account choices made with respect to interoperability, the inputs required for the production and distribution of financial services (such as network services for payment and settlement, credit bureaus, and a functioning telecommunications system) must also be accessible to all providers wishing to use them, fairly priced and efficiently provided. For example, traditional banks entering the mobile payments market should have equal access to telecommunications networks, and DSPs offering credit services should have equal access to the information held by credit bureaus (recommendations 6 and 25).

**Leveling the playing field**

A level playing field in financial services is enabled by regulations ensuring that functionally similar services are treated equally as long as they pose similar risks to the consumers of the service or to the financial system as a whole. A level playing field for each service is critical to ensure that all providers compete on an equal basis. Equal treatment by service matters for financial inclusion because it allows more consistent consumer protection across service providers, because it can help expand the market frontier for financial services, and because the providers of the new, digital financial services on which greater inclusion depends often differ greatly from one another in their structure and business models. In addition, a level playing field reduces the scope for regulatory arbitrage and other distortions.

To operationalize this concept, regulators must first define each of the different services clearly and unambiguously (recommendation 7). On an "equal basis" refers to equality across providers of a given service. For example, to the extent possible, payment services must receive identical treatment, whether the provider is a bank or another kind of institution and whether it operates online or from a brick-and-mortar office (recommendations 8 and 24). Moreover, regulation should not discriminate among providers as to their rights, obligations, and entitlements for use of critical institutional infrastructure (recommendation 21).

Two important qualifications deserve particular attention. First, a level playing field does not mean that all types of financial services should be treated exactly the same with regard to regulations. Characteristics, including risks, vary across services—payment services differ greatly from insurance services. Therefore, regulatory requirements should vary by service, as the overall objectives (consumer protection and stability and security of the financial system) can be achieved only through different approaches. With a level playing field, providers, even if of a similar institutional form, could thus be regulated differently if they offer different sets of services. Second, even when providers deliver functionally the same service, a level playing field does not mean that regulatory approaches cannot vary across providers when risks—to the user and to the financial system—vary across providers. In these cases, providers may be subject to different risk-based requirements, even when all other regulatory requirements (such as those aimed at enhancing competition, consumer protection, or financial integrity) are the same for the specific services they offer.

To illustrate this concept, consider the activities of DSPs. DSPs that limit their provision to small transactions—whether payments, remittances, or transfers—and do not offer a store of value pose little risk. They can be subject to standard payment or money transfer
regulations only, whereby intraday settlement risks can be addressed within the payment system framework (recommendations 10 and 21). Only when DSPs go further and offer stores of value and engage in other bank-like activities does additional regulation become necessary, which will depend on how the DSP is set up. DSPs that offer stores of values that are fully backed by safe assets require little additional regulation, but DSPs that use their stores of values to fund credit or to provide other forms of intermediation must be subject to regulations similar to those that apply to deposit-taking commercial banks (recommendation 11). This last comparison shows how two providers offering the same service (store of value) are appropriately subject to different regulatory requirements, in this particular case because of differences in the risks involved in the use of the funds.

When DSPs offer stores of value not fully backed by safe assets, there are also important considerations about whether the provider needs to and can have insurance to protect customers’ funds and the rules that accompany any insurance. Moreover, additional bank-like regulations are needed to protect the user—and, if applicable, the deposit insurance agency—from the risks entailed by the intermediation (recommendation 12). The bottom line is that the onerousness of regulations on any provider should be commensurate (level) with the risks that the provider’s overall activities pose to customers and to the overall financial system.

An important recommendation for leveling the playing field is that all providers of financial services—banks, DSPs, and others—must be made subject to regulations aimed at protecting consumers from fraud and other identified harms and at preventing discrimination. Such regulations will have to be equivalent across all types of providers (recommendations 13 and 26) and will inherently foster greater inclusion.

Implementing these recommendations will require much detailed work. Thus, an important corollary recommendation is that the regulatory regime for all digital and nondigital forms of financial services provision, notably for payment services provision, is consistent across all regulatory agencies (recommendation 9). This task is challenging, especially when services are provided by MNOs and other DSPs that have their own regulatory and supervisory authorities (such as a telecommunications regulator). A complementary recommendation, therefore, is for greater coordination among all, both financial and nonfinancial, regulatory and supervisory agencies (recommendation 14). This effort can be helped by specifying clear mandates for all agencies involved, including a mandate to promote financial inclusion and one to ensure the agencies’ accountability and independence, and by adopting memorandums of understanding that can create frameworks within which different regulatory authorities can interact and cooperate in areas of mutual interest.

**Know-your-customer rules**

Another task of financial regulation is to preserve the integrity of the financial system, in particular by combating money laundering and the financing of terrorism. Essential to this task is ensuring that financial institutions know who they are dealing with. A financial system in which customers have total anonymity is one that can be abused and corrupted, with potentially dangerous consequences for financial stability. Knowledge of one’s customers also matters for financial inclusion because financial institutions that do not know their clients will be less willing to extend to clients their full range of services. Hence, strong KYC rules are indispensable for financial integrity and financial inclusion.

The financial integrity and financial inclusion goals, however, can at times conflict. Thus, the challenge in designing KYC rules, at both the national and the international levels, is to ensure that they are adequate for maintaining financial integrity yet do not create unnecessary barriers to inclusion, but rather, work to enhance it. This calls for a risk-based approach, following the principle of proportionality, as expressed by the Financial Action Task Force as well as the G20: “To strike the right balance, existing regulations should be carefully analyzed to establish whether their demands on service-providers are proportionate to the risk” (Global Partnership for Financial Inclusion 2011).

In line with this approach, KYC rules should recognize the minimal risks that small value transactions pose to the system. One way is by allowing for restricted and graduated accounts (recommendation 16)—specially designated accounts, with limits on their balances and size of transactions, to which less onerous KYC rules apply. This would be the first level of a tiered KYC regime, which would increase the customer due diligence requirements in line with the volume, size, and nature of customers’ transactions.

Also, to support a level playing field, KYC rules must be similar across mobile and brick-and-mortar providers of the same service. In line with the principle of proportionality, rules and penalties for violation should be set according to what are regarded as more and less serious failures of KYC processes (recommendation 18).
Executive summary

Penalties should be set on a graduated basis, increasing as the failure of compliance with KYC requirements becomes more severe and regular. For small accounts and limited transactions, penalties should be imposed according to failures to comply with KYC requirements rather than on the number of infractions that have taken place.

As with other regulations, KYC rules should be applied, as much as possible, uniformly across countries and, within countries, across supervisory agencies. Such enforcement will require greater coordination at both the national and the international levels (recommendation 15). To facilitate compliance with KYC rules for banks and DSPs and to support cross-border KYC applications, national identification systems may have to be strengthened (recommendation 17). At the international level, regulation should encourage a shift from cash-to-cash wire transfers toward direct transactions between identified account holders (recommendation 19). Finally, as an interim solution for countries deemed to pose particularly severe risks to global financial integrity, a special transfer system for transactions to and from those countries might be set up as a “safer corridor,” available only to those local financial intermediaries and transfer recipients included on a preapproved positive list (recommendation 20).

The audience for this report

This report builds on an earlier one by the Center for Global Development and distinguishes itself from other recent publications about financial inclusion in that its focus is largely on regulatory principles and related reforms. Its recommendations concern the behavior of a wide range of actors—in particular the regulators and supervisors of financial services providers (traditional and new), but also donors, multilateral organizations, other policy advisers, private sector actors, and the various standards-setting bodies for the financial sector. Within these groups the recommendations are directed primarily at policy makers charged with improving financial inclusion through regulations.

The recommendations, however, also are relevant to a much larger range of policy makers whose policies and actions can influence inclusion. Those policy makers include the antitrust, prudential, market conduct, and consumer protection regulators of banks, other financial intermediaries, and financial markets; regulators of the telecommunications sector; licensing authorities; and the ministries and agencies concerned with policies to combat money laundering and terrorist financing. The recommendations are also addressed to the aforementioned standards-setting bodies and to the multilateral organizations and donors that play a central role in designing, advocating, and, often, financially supporting policy initiatives. Although the recommendations are not addressed directly to financial services providers, they are based on the philosophy—which is strongly supported by empirical evidence—that private financial services provision is key to sustainable financial inclusion.

Recommendations

Competition policy

1. Provided that strong regulatory and supervisory institutions and solid consumer protection frameworks are in place, entry of “fit and proper” banks and other traditional providers into the financial services market must be facilitated, with the fewest and least intrusive regulatory barriers possible. Limits on the products and services these providers offer and on the inputs they use to produce and deliver services should be minimal.

2. Entry of DSPs that restrict their retail activities to (small) payments and transfers, or that offer stores of value fully backed by safe assets, should be relatively liberal. In contrast, higher entry standards, including “fit and proper” entry rules and
Recommendations

Leveling the playing field

7. Leveling the playing field for financial services starts with regulatory agencies clearly distinguishing the various services from one another.

8. To the extent possible and applicable, identical rules should apply to functionally identical services, regardless of the institutional form of the provider.

9. A consistent regime for regulating all forms of payment services provision is preferable, and the rules should ensure a level playing field in the delivery of various payment services.

10. Risks to users and general financial stability concerns arising from payment services, such as intraday settlement risks and other (systemic) risks, should be addressed within the payment system framework and should not differentiate by type of provider. MNOs and other DSPs that limit their provision of retail financial services to payments should be subject to payment regulations only.

11. For MNOs and other DSPs whose services go beyond simple payment transactions, additional regulation and supervision should apply. Those regulations may include restrictions on the use of the funds. For those store-of-value instruments that are not fully backed with safe assets, regulations should typically be similar to those that apply to deposit-taking institutions (“banks”). They can include, if applicable, insurance and related requirements.

12. To the extent that the DSPs uses stored values to fund the credit it extends, additional requirements will have to come into play, typically similar to those applied to banks to protect the individual saver, the insurance provider (if the stored values are insured), and the stability of the overall financial system.

13. All providers of financial services—banks, MNOs and other DSPs, and others—must be made subject to regulations aimed at protecting consumers from fraud, abuse, and discrimination. For any given service, these regulations should be equivalent across all types of providers of that service.

14. Coordination among supervisory agencies is as essential for digital financial services as for traditional ones. Coordination problems can be minimized by specifying clear mandates for all agencies involved and by ensuring their adequate accountability and independence. Memorandums of understanding can further help improve coordination.
Know-your-customer rules

15. An urgent need exists for greater coordination of efforts toward a sound global KYC regime, both among the national authorities of different countries and—within some countries—across individual agencies. Clearer guidance from the FATF could be useful in both cases.

16. In line with the risk-based approach, KYC rules should recognize the minimal risks posed by customers undertaking small transactions by allowing for restricted and graduated accounts. Less onerous KYC measures should be required for certain types of basic accounts especially useful for low-income customers, with limits on their balances and on the size of transactions. KYC rules should also support leveling the playing field between banks and DSPs: the rules must be similar for all providers of the same service.

17. National identification systems must be strengthened, both to facilitate compliance with KYC rules for banks and DSPs and to support the effectiveness of the preceding recommendations as they apply to cross-border transactions.

18. In keeping with the principle of proportionality, regulators must articulate what they regard as more and less serious failures of KYC processes and set rules and penalties accordingly. For small accounts and limited transactions, penalties should be set according to failures to comply with KYC requirements rather than on whether or how many infractions have taken place. Penalties should also be set on a graduated basis, increasing as the failure of compliance becomes more severe and regular.

19. Regulation should encourage a shift from cash-to-cash wire transfers toward direct international transactions between identified holders of bank accounts or e-money.

20. In cases in which a country is deemed to pose particularly severe risks to global financial integrity, a special transfer system for transactions to and from that country might be set up as a “safer corridor,” available only to those local financial intermediaries and transfer recipients included on a pre-approved, or positive, list.

The retail payments system

21. In principle, regulation should not impose on payment services providers, users, or other network participants any of the following: rules that discriminate between authorized payment services providers as to the rights, obligations, and entitlements of participants; restrictions on the basis of institutional status; or restrictive rules for effective participation in other systems.

22. As a general principle, and consistent with this report’s general recommendations on competition, pricing of payment services can be left to the market. In some circumstances, however, interventions may be needed to ensure that pricing policies are in line with the provider’s actual costs. Such interventions may include, for example, limits on interchange fees. Ensuring near-universal access may also require other types of interventions.

23. Consistent with recommendations in section 2, regulatory intervention to ensure interoperability of payment systems should be undertaken mostly ex post—and then only when necessary. If intervention is required, regulators should be mindful not to mandate interoperability of payment systems either too early or too late; the former can dampen innovation and market development, whereas the latter can allow one or more dominant players to accumulate too much market power.

24. Merchants should be free to choose which payment channel or channels they will use, but they should be discouraged from signing exclusivity arrangements. Customers should not be forced to use, or to pay more for, one means of payment when more than one are available. Regulation should be technology neutral, and standards should be based on functionality.

25. The operation of infrastructures for the processing, clearing, and settlement of payments is best left to the market, with retail payment instruments fully integrated. As a general principle, the public sector should be involved only as a regulator of infrastructure but, in exceptional cases, could serve as an operator of the infrastructure.

26. A solid institutional framework requires disclosure of fees charged—in ways that make them easily comparable across providers and products—and the provision of adequate customer recourse and dispute resolution mechanisms. The objective of financial system integrity should be balanced with that of not unnecessarily hindering access to payment services.
Chapter 1

Introduction

The opportunities of greater financial inclusion

The improvements in economic opportunity and well-being that the increased use of financial services can bring to poor people around the world are increasingly being recognized. Access to those services, however—from simple payments and money transfer services to deposit accounts, credit, insurance, and others—remains limited for many people in many developing countries. According to Global Findex (World Bank 2015), only 27.5 percent of the adult population living in low-income countries has either an account in a bank or other formal financial institution or a mobile money account; the comparable figure in developed countries is 94 percent.1 Although the private sector, international organizations, donors, governments, and international forums such as the G20 have begun to target financial inclusion and to act to improve it, with the goal that all eligible individuals and businesses should be able to have and use at least one transaction account, various challenges remain.

The digital revolution of the past decade has led to the emergence of new financial services and products and new delivery channels. These have the potential to contribute enormously to the three key elements of financial inclusion: the expansion of financial services to serve the vast majority of the population (availability), at low cost (affordability), and in efficient, safe, reliable forms that meet their needs (quality). Ongoing technological innovations have already brought about the emergence and rapid growth of new markets, such as those for mobile money and other forms of e-money, and more are on the way. These new technologies can be especially useful for many low-income populations in developing countries because they offer a chance to leapfrog outdated financial systems. Consequently, people not only get services better suited to their needs but also escape the often crippling costs, especially of traditional payment services.

So far, however, the application of these new technologies has been confined to a relatively small (albeit increasing) number of countries and for the most part has been limited to payments and transfers, with limited penetration in the markets for other important financial services: store of value, credit, and insurance. As a result, those people fortunate enough to live in countries where mobile money or other forms of e-money are flourishing have benefited in several ways, in particular from a reduced need to carry cash and an increased ability to send and receive remittances and make payments.2 Improvements in this aspect of financial inclusion in other countries, however, and in other dimensions of financial inclusion—deposits, credit, insurance, and other financial services—in virtually all developing countries, remain limited.

In many developing countries, the opportunities that digital finance offers are largely spurred by the entry of nontraditional players in financial services. Traditional banks in a number of these countries have made some progress in reaching underserved populations by building networks of nonbank agents, such as small retailers, to deliver their services. Coverage of poorer and more remote populations remains limited, however, and issues persist regarding the costs and quality of these agents’ services and of the digital connections used to link to them. Progress in adopting the new digital technologies to enhance inclusion also has been limited by existing market structures, which are often dominated by entrenched insiders reluctant to innovate, and by various forms of regulatory capture. Telecommunications companies, consumer electronics producers, and online retailers—both existing organizations (such as Safaricom, Millicom, Apple, Amazon, and Google) and rapidly growing new innovators (such as Venmo and bKash)—are beginning to break through these barriers in developed and developing countries and forcing existing players to innovate, but

1. See World Bank (2014) for further discussion of the various aspects of financial inclusion.

2. In developing countries, e-money has mostly taken the form of mobile money. In the more developed countries, a broader range of e-money is developing, although overall uptake is still relatively low.
again, their effect so far has mainly been limited to the area of payment services.

The future of financial services provision in general is hard to predict, and that of financial inclusion achieved through digital means is even more so. What is certain, however, is that market structures will continue to change with the entrance of new players and the adoption and adaptation of new technologies. The most likely future scenario will involve a more diverse landscape, with both new and traditional providers and a variety of delivery channels. Providers of different types and from different industries are discovering new opportunities for cooperation, continuously developing new business models that combine institutions and modalities of operation (box 1.1). Each entity brings something to the table. Mobile network operators (MNOs) and other nonbank digital services providers (DSPs) bring the low-cost technology required to handle (small) transactions over distance, avoiding the need for automatic teller machines (ATMs) and brick-and-mortar offices in every village. Commercial banks and other traditional services providers bring their existing institutional setups and established processes, both of which are likely needed to deliver the complete menu of financial services—including deposits, credit, and insurance—on which full financial inclusion depends.

However, combining the best elements of these nonbank DSP-led and bank-led models and achieving a fully functional digital finance ecosystem are today just a vision statement. No country, developed or developing, has all the necessary features in place yet; parts of the mosaic remain to be filled in. Presumably, countries will follow many different paths to this final goal, at different speeds, depending on (among other things) their existing complement of MNOs and other DSPs, banks, and other financial institutions and on their unique legal history and institutional environment.

**Purpose, approach, and scope of the report: the role for regulation**

Despite the great promise of the new technologies for achieving greater financial inclusion, many obstacles stand in the way. Those obstacles constrain the use of traditional financial services, the pace of development of new digital financial markets and the breadth and depth they can achieve, and the ability of the poor to access financial services. The obstacles range from lack of adequate infrastructure (hardware, software, or both), to weak institutional frameworks that discourage private investment, to unstable economic and political conditions that reduce the demand for financial services, to inadequate financial regulation and subsequent legal uncertainty. Fulfilling the goals of financial inclusion therefore means advancing on multiple fronts simultaneously to overcome the constraints, which also are likely to vary greatly in intensity and importance from country to country. Striking the best balance in the choice and sequence of reforms in each country represents a major policy challenge in its own right (and has been analyzed in detail in World Bank [2008, 2014]).

Recognizing the opportunities that the new technologies offer for greater financial inclusion—but also the uncertainties and constraints—this report focuses on a number of specific regulatory issues. Addressing financial inclusion through changes in regulation is necessary for two main reasons. First, regulatory changes often are needed to enable the successful adoption and adaptation of innovations in digital finance, encourage their use, and increase competition among their providers, so that those new technologies can benefit, especially, the poor. Second, progress in improving financial inclusion must be compatible with the traditional mandates of financial regulation and supervision, namely, safeguarding the stability of the financial system, maintaining its integrity, and protecting consumers.

Recognizing the possible synergies is important: financial inclusion, especially when driven by novel technology, is likely to enhance financial stability, increase its integrity, and allow for greater protection of consumers. Financial stability will be enhanced if greater financial inclusion broadens the system’s customer base, allowing financial services providers to diversify their risks beyond the large corporations and state enterprises to which, in many developing countries, they often lend. Greater digital financial services provision can increase financial integrity, as it provides traceable records of transactions. Also, the transition to formal means of financial services provision can afford consumers greater protection than they may receive when they use informal money lenders and the like.

Those favorable synergies and outcomes are not guaranteed, however. Financial inclusion could be a source of system instability if the entry of new providers, using untested technological innovations and modalities, compromises overall soundness of the system. For that very reason, regulators are often wary of allowing nonbank DSPs access to the retail payments system shared by banks. Another concern for financial stability and consumer protection is that the
expansion of credit to previously unserved low-income households and small firms could result in excessive credit growth, leading to overindebtedness, high rates of default, and, ultimately—through the financial system’s many interconnections—to systemwide risks. To avoid potential trade-offs between financial inclusion on one hand and financial stability, financial integrity, and consumer protection on the other, and to make inclusion even more likely, appropriate regulations and supervisory practices need to be in place. Thus, a sound regulatory framework needs to address new and evolving sources of risk related to the entrance of new market

### Box 1.1 A scorecard of the players and evolving business models in digital finance

New business models for financial services provision, often involving cooperative ventures among companies of different types from different industries, are rapidly expanding in developing countries and elsewhere. Often what distinguish these models from one another are differences in the degree of cooperation among the players. This box identifies the key players that interface with customers in this evolution and, following Bourreau and Valletti (2015), five types of cooperative business models for financial services, ranked approximately by degree of cooperation among players.

#### Key players
- Traditional full-service banks offer a range of financial services, such as deposit and savings accounts and loans; some of these services can be offered digitally.
- Credit unions and microfinance institutions provide services similar to those of traditional banks but have more limited charters.
- Specialized payment banks differ from traditional full-service banks in that they have a much more limited charter: they may not engage in lending and may accept individual deposits only up to a certain amount. India, for example, licensed 11 such payment banks in August 2015 to improve financial access in low-income communities.
- Digital services providers (DSPs) include mobile network operators and other nonbank DSPs.
  - MNOs are telecommunications services providers that may also offer a limited set of mobile financial services, possibly including digital wallets; an example is Safaricom’s M-Pesa in Kenya.
  - Other nonbank DSPs include the following:
    - Money transfer operators, such as Western Union and MoneyGram;
    - Payment card services providers, such as MasterCard, Visa, and other card providers;
    - Payments providers, such as Venmo, Apple Pay, and PayPal; and
    - E-wallet and other services providers, such as Amazon and Google (Google Wallet).

#### Models of cooperation
- The light model involves minimal cooperation among providers, which may include banks, MNOs, and other digital payment services providers, such as PayPal.
- In the mobile-centric model, the mobile payments service is MNO led, and limited cooperation exists with banks and other players; examples include Tigo Pesa in Tanzania and MTN in Uganda.
- In the bank-centric model, the service is bank led, and little or limited cooperation exists with MNOs and other players; examples include Chase QuickPay in the United States and the mobile payment services offered by Stanbic IBTC Bank in Nigeria.
- The partial-integration model is characterized by strong cooperation between banks and MNOs but little cooperation between them and other digital payment services players. An example is Orange Money, a service that has partnered with local banks in parts of Africa.
- In the full-integration model, strong cooperation exists among players of all types. The emerging Peruvian model may become an example, as it promises to bring together the banking and telecommunications sectors, along with other stakeholders, to create a single, open, interoperable platform for digital financial services.
participants, new technologies, and new modalities in the provision of financial services.

Before proceeding, therefore, an important step is to specify some necessary qualifications for the recommendations in this report to be effective. First, as a precondition, some critical elements of the regulatory framework must already be well established or pursued alongside these recommendations. Adequate solvency, liquidity, and other microprudential laws and regulations, matched by well-equipped supervisory institutions, must be in place for all formally chartered financial institutions and permitted financial activities, complemented by macroprudential tools and systemic oversight. Adequate consumer protection rules must be in place and be well enforced. Second, efforts to increase financial literacy often will be needed, to educate underserved populations about the benefits of having access to financial services, how to obtain and use them, how to minimize risks in using them, and how to use the new technologies to access them. Third, each of the report’s recommendations will have to be tailored to the institutional capacity of the country charged with financial oversight (which could be a foreign country). That does not mean that a country’s initial institutional capacity must be assumed to be static and unchangeable. Deficiencies in any country’s oversight capacity must be addressed. Failure to do so could prevent the implementation of important reforms that would allow greater market dynamism and greater financial inclusion without endangering consumer protection and overall financial stability.

An adequate regulatory framework that enables new developments in financial inclusion yet takes into account the traditional financial regulatory mandates is therefore the appropriate goal. To that end, this report’s recommendations aim to support the development of markets for financial services suitable to the needs of the poor by encouraging entry of a large variety of providers and promoting balanced innovation and experimentation while avoiding creating incentives for financial instability and consumer abuse.

The approach to regulation for financial inclusion advocated in this report follows from the following three principles commonly used to guide regulatory choices (box 1.2; see also annex 1): similar regulation for similar functions, regulation based on risk, and balance between ex ante and ex post regulation. The combination of the first two principles implies that regulations should ensure that functionally similar services are treated equally as long as they pose similar risks to the consumers of the service or to the financial system as a whole. Differences in risks, and thus regulations, will largely arise because functionally equivalent services can be provided by different entities, as described in box 1.1. For example, as will be fully explained in the following sections, regulations for store-of-value services may differ between some DSPs and banks. Specifically, DSPs that fully invest the store-of-value funds they raise in safe and liquid assets (such as government bonds) and do not engage

---

**Box 1.2 The approach of the report: Three principles for pro-inclusive regulation**

1. *Similar regulation for similar functions.* Financial inclusion will be best served when regulation follows a functional approach—that is, when financial services providing essentially the same functions are regulated in essentially the same way, whether the provider is a traditional bank, some other type of financial institution, or even an entity whose primary business is not financial services at all (for example, an MNO).

2. *Regulation based on risk.* Regulation should also follow a risk-based approach, in which the stringency of regulatory requirements on any financial activity is commensurate with the risk that that activity poses to the individual participant (whether the consumer or the provider) and to the stability and integrity of the overall financial system.

3. *Balance between ex ante and ex post regulation.* Regulation should be sufficiently well specified ex ante to give providers clear rules of the game and enable competition for the market, but regulators should also have the authority to intervene ex post as the financial system evolves and regulatory or market development issues emerge. The challenge is to strike an adequate balance between these two approaches (see annex 2 for examples of this principle as applied by the European Union, Australia, and Kenya).
in financial intermediation do not have to be subject to the type of regulations imposed on banks. Banks also offer stores-of-value—deposits—but by definition of their franchise, they offer deposits so that they can undertake financial intermediation through lending; thus, banks' deposit-taking activities are riskier. If, however, DSPs engage in financial intermediation activities, then the risk-based regulations should be similar to those imposed on banks. As the example shows, different providers offering a functionally equivalent service may be subject to different risk-based requirements. No such differentiation should exist with respect to other regulations, however, such as those to enhance competition, consumer protection, or financial integrity.

Determining the best regulatory approach for finance in general is challenging, as the rules will have to reflect each specific financial service and the risks entailed from alternative forms of service provision. This challenge is even greater for digital finance, given the many new forms of provisions and of providers. Put differently, in the new world, policies and regulations will have to vary in a number of dimensions to help ensure efficient service delivery that is also safe to the users and to the overall system. Using that framing, this report advances specific recommendations in three distinct regulatory areas: competition policy, leveling the playing field, and know-your-customer (KYC) rules. Each of these three areas is discussed in a separate section.

The first regulatory area, which will be addressed in section 2, is that of competition policy. Policy regarding the competition of markets must strike a balance between allowing new DSPs to enter financial services markets and ensuring that existing and new financial institutions act prudently; laissez-faire entry has rarely delivered a stable financial system over the long run. The aim is to encourage delivery of a full range of financial services by a system that is safe and sound overall. Financial services markets also should be closely monitored for the emergence of monopoly or oligopoly power, and antitrust authority must be securely in place so that regulators can intervene if necessary. On the other hand, given the enormous potential of digital financial markets to reach the poor but also the large uncertainties about how those markets might evolve and what modalities of operation will deliver the best results, competition policy should not discourage useful cooperation between players, including between financial institutions and DSPs, such as MNOs. To that end, coordination between the regulators of traditional financial services providers and those of DSPs is essential.

The second area of regulation, to be dealt with in section 3, is that aimed at leveling the playing field between alternative suppliers of financial services. The report’s recommendations follow the principle that, to the extent possible, similar rules should apply for functionally similar services, regardless of the institutional form of the provider. In other words, any given service should be subject to essentially the same regulations, whether provided by a bank, an MNO, or another DSP. The report also acknowledges that different providers do not necessarily entail the same risks. Another level-playing-field recommendation is, therefore, to consider the risk that the supplier’s activities pose on customers and the overall financial sector in such a way that the onerousness of regulation of any provider is commensurate (level) with the risk that the regulation seeks to address. For example, DSPs engaged only in payment services can be subject to lighter regulatory requirements than those engaged in inherently riskier activities, such as providing deposit services and also engaging in credit extension. A level playing field demands that the latter be subject to capital and other requirements similar to those imposed on banks.

The third regulatory area, to be discussed in section 4, is that of know-your-customer (KYC) rules, both domestic and international. Recommendations in this area aim to balance the valid motivations of KYC regulation—in particular the imperative to suppress, to the extent possible, all forms of illicit money laundering and financing of terrorism—with financial inclusion. The key is, again, proportionality: the stringency of any KYC regulation on any services provider should be proportionate to the risk to financial integrity that it seeks to address. The recommendations of the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) already incorporate this principle, but difficulties in implementation often have led to actions by providers inconsistent with the principle—actions that end up discriminating against inclusion. This report therefore calls for greater specificity in FATF guidelines and for policy makers at the country level to establish tiered KYC requirements and progressive penalties for noncompliance. National identification systems and coordination among national regulators must be improved, especially regarding cross-border transactions.

Because improved consumer protection is an overarching goal that runs across the different themes addressed in this report, consumer protection recommendations will be found throughout
the report. In addition, digital payment services receive special attention (box 1.3). Payments—transfers of items of value from one party to another in exchange for a good or service or to fulfill a legal obligation—have been a part of human economic interactions for millennia, evolving from barter to coinage to paper money to today’s electronic forms. In modern societies, besides payments in cash and checks, many retail payments involve some digital component, as in a debit or a credit card transaction using a terminal at the point of sale (POS). In such a transaction, information is exchanged between the merchant and the bank or card company, authorizing the transfer of funds between bank accounts, on the basis of information embedded on the card (or in the chip in the card). Similarly, a direct debit transaction or the remote deposit of a scanned check involves the digital exchange of information.

Major progress in financial inclusion has been achieved through the development of digital payment services that do not involve a bank account, as when an MNO uses its network and agents that provide cash-in, cash-out services to allow customers to transfer funds. What is ultimately exchanged remains cash, but “transferring” it digitally is easier and cheaper. Building on this model, other digital services with features similar to those of a traditional bank account are being developed, some that offer stores of value, including some akin to a bank deposit account, with features such as recordkeeping.

More generally, the development of a fully inclusive financial system will likely be largely built on the achievements in payment services. The final section therefore discusses how regulations in all three areas apply in the specific case of retail payment services and adds further recommendations for regulation of that most fundamental service.

**Box 1.3 Payment services: Why they are special for financial inclusion**

Recent analyses (CPMI and the World Bank Group 2015; Demirgüç-Kunt and Klapper 2013; Radcliffe and Voorhies 2012; World Bank 2008, 2014) show that a well-functioning and inclusive payments system—one that allows all participants to send and receive payments in the most efficient, least costly, and safest ways—not only is essential to meeting the most basic financial needs of the poor but also can serve as their entryway to other, more advanced financial services, such as deposit accounts, credit, and insurance. After all, except for cash transactions, no financial transaction—however sophisticated or complex—does not involve using the payments (and settlement) system. In addition, advances in and expansion of digital provision have, to date, been greatest in the payments field, with many new platforms introduced that greatly facilitate financial inclusion. Indeed, a system that combines fixed and mobile access points (ATMs, phones, POSs), enables payments among various classes of agents (businesses, governments, individuals, and others), maximizes coverage, and is reliable, of high quality, and interoperable seems increasingly feasible for most countries.

Accordingly, the further development of both supply and demand with regard to financial services for underserved populations is likely to build on recent progress in the delivery of payment services. A sound regulatory approach to digital payments will provide important foundations for the productive development of other digital financial services and many directly applicable lessons. For example, addressing successfully the data confidentiality and privacy issues involved in new forms of digital payments provision can provide some lessons for improvements in credit information through “big data,” so as to better provide credit to households and to small and medium-sized enterprises. Many other issues are likely also generic to the development of digital services, such as privacy concerns and externalities in the development of essential institutional infrastructure. At the same time, however, payment services regulation may have less to say about important issues specific to the efficient development of other financial services, such as the protection of depositors and other savers whose funds are used to extend credit.
Chapter 2

Competition policy

The regulatory challenge

Financial services markets, like most markets, are most efficient when adequate competition exists among services providers. Competition matters significantly for financial inclusion, especially in developing countries, because a contestable market—that is, a market open to fair competition—can expand to include potential consumers now on the sidelines. Competition also helps ensure that the financial industry engages in efforts to better identify the needs of the underserved, which may differ from those of the currently served. Competition policy thus must allow—and indeed, encourage—new providers to enter the financial services market, and it must make sure that no-longer-viable providers exit.

A challenge in all countries is that market competition cannot be taken for granted through liberal entry and judicious exit only but must be actively promoted and maintained. Policy makers also have to consider that financial services provision involves the use of many intermediate inputs, including networks with their own access and pricing structures that can create barriers to effective competition. Another challenge specific to financial services is how to balance the ease of business entry and exit with the adequate protection of all consumers and continued stability of the financial system as a whole.

The recent emergence of MNOs and other DSPs in financial services markets has brought to the fore new issues regarding the rules that should govern competition, both among these new entrants and between them and the traditional providers of financial services, notably banks. At the same time, however, the arrival of these new providers, some with their own networks built originally for purposes other than financial transactions, has opened new opportunities for cooperation among providers of all kinds, which can itself promote financial inclusion. Thus, another key challenge is how to encourage competition among all these different institutions and networks without deterring or precluding useful cooperation among them.

For now, much uncertainty remains about how these new technologies and business models will evolve and about which ones will deliver digital financial inclusion most effectively. Regulators therefore must leave plenty of room for market experimentation and innovation. Nevertheless, the recommendations on competition policy that follow can be expected to support sustainable financial inclusion only if the additional mandates of financial stability and consumer protection are also achieved.

This section of the report identifies five distinct areas for which regulators have to define the rules of the game with respect to competition policy, given the aim of improving financial inclusion: market entry, market exit, potential abuses of market power, interoperability of systems and services, and contestability of infrastructure. Specific recommendations in each of those areas will be offered.

Market entry

Because traditional and alternative providers of financial services differ in some crucial respects, we divide our recommendations between the two groups, limiting our attention to those services that are largely provided through the use of digital networks. In turn, within the second group, we distinguish between those providers that restrict their services to small payments and transfers or that offer fully safe stores of values, and all other providers. That distinction allows us to highlight some nuances in regulatory practice while letting the recommendations follow the functional and risk-based approaches described in the introduction.

Banks and other traditional providers

RECOMMENDATION 1. Provided that strong regulatory and supervisory institutions and solid consumer protection frameworks are in place, entry of “fit and proper” banks and other traditional providers into the financial services market must be facilitated, with the fewest and least intrusive regulatory barriers possible. Limits on the products and services these providers offer and on the inputs they use to produce and deliver services should be minimal.
As long as regulatory and supervisory requirements are met, no constraints on the entry of traditional providers should be imposed—the market should be fully contestable for domestic and foreign banks and other traditional providers. That contestability will foster competition among all banks and other traditional providers in the country, domestic and foreign, as it has in those many developing countries where foreign institutions freely operate. Rules governing the types of financial products that may be offered should also be limited, and they should be well specified and focused on enhancing consumer protection and safeguarding financial stability.

Regulations regarding bank branching, ATMs, and other (digital) contact points, such as points of sales (POS), should be minimal. Restricting the number, types, and locations of bank branches, ATMs, and POS unnecessarily weakens competition among banks; by making access to financial services less convenient, it also reduces the demand for them and undermines financial inclusion.

Banks and other traditional providers should be allowed, as they choose, either to work solely with third-party agents and networks, to rely entirely on their own branches and agent networks, or to construct whatever mix of branches, proprietary networks, and third-party agents they deem consistent with their internal business strategy (box 2.1). Accountability for the quality of those agents and responsibility for the services they provide, however, must remain with the principal—the bank or the network operator, depending on the arrangement chosen. That way, the entire network can be indirectly regulated and supervised without the regulator having to monitor every agent in the network.

The rules governing the use of offshore technology, data servers, and the like should be minimal and written in ways that do not differentiate by type of provider and that allow for their most globally efficient use. The potential benefits that new and globally active providers can bring to the domestic financial services market may not be achieved otherwise.

Abundant examples can be cited of countries where financial liberalization, including liberal entry, was undertaken without adequate regulatory and supervisory frameworks, only to be followed—often not long after—by a financial crisis. This unfortunate history has focused the attention of policy makers around the world on the appropriate conditions for allowing new entrants into the financial system.\(^1\) Equally important are measures to ensure consumer"

---

**Box 2.1 Branchless banking through correspondent networks**

Bank branches may be unprofitable in areas with low population density and low average income. Branchless banking or agency banking can help address this barrier to financial inclusion. Branchless banking can be achieved through digital services providers (DSPs), and indeed, much progress is being made in some parts of the world in this way, but banks can also establish their own agent arrangements with third-party entities. These entities may include lottery agents, local post offices, small retail outlets, and other parties with which banks contract (and to which they link digitally) to offer certain financial services, such as opening and using deposit accounts, making and receiving payments, and applying for credit. Branchless banking should therefore be facilitated through appropriate legislation.

For example, due to legislation enacted in 2000, the Brazilian banking system has enjoyed significant success in reaching dispersed populations in low-income areas through its large bank correspondent networks. In other developing countries, including in Sub-Saharan Africa, grocery stores and other small retailers are important bank correspondents. India, by contrast, has enjoyed limited success with its agent banking strategy because excessive regulation has made such operations unprofitable for most agents, especially in low-income areas, where their services are needed most.

---

1. In India, for example, the government undertook significant expansion of rural regional banks in 1976. However, the regulatory framework was poorly designed, with overlapping rules and perverse incentives, which resulted in most of the new rural banks incurring losses by 1991. Similarly, in Albania in the early 1990s, the government supported the expansion of the informal sector as a means of extending access to financial services to a broader section of the population, but it failed to appropriately regulate those informal providers as their numbers grew. By the mid-1990s, pyramid schemes had become widespread in the sector, precipitating its collapse in 1996, which in turn led to civil unrest and economic turmoil. Also, Mexico deregulated its financial sector in the 1980s and 1990s with the intent of broadening financial access. Poor lending practices in the absence of adequate supervision led to a buildup of financial vulnerabilities, contributing to the tequila crisis of 1994–1995. Similarly, liberal financial entry contributed to the East Asia crisis a few years later.
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protection to avoid abuse and misuse and to ensure that consumers obtain the greatest benefits possible from the new financial services being provided. Absent appropriate rules and adequate oversight, the risk is all too real that poorly tailored products get offered and that the failure of one or more of these new providers will lead to losses for depositors and investors and possibly even destabilize the entire financial system, resulting in economic distress and hardship that far outweigh any quick early gains in financial inclusion due to the new entrants.

Nonbank digital services providers

RECOMMENDATION 2. Entry of DSPs that restrict their retail activities to (small) payments and transfers, or that offer stores of value fully backed by safe assets, should be relatively liberal. In contrast, higher entry standards, including “fit and proper” entry rules and tests, should apply to DSPs that, in providing their services, pose risks to consumers and to financial system stability, such as those providing stores of value not fully backed by safe assets, credit, or insurance.

Increased competition can give rise to trade-offs between greater inclusion, consumer protection, and the soundness of the overall financial system. Entry regulations that are too stringent can constrain the growth and depth of financial services, including digitally based services. Regulations that are too lax can create risks for consumers and endanger systemic financial stability. The degree of regulatory strictness should balance these benefits and risks, but the degree of risk can differ by the form of provision. Payment services and store-of-value services fully backed by safe assets typically involve very little risk, whereas deposits that are used to extend credit are subject to the risks of abuse by, illiquidity of, and default of the provider. The strictness of regulation can therefore vary across different forms of provisions for functionally the same type of service.

Some principles of regulation will be the same, however, for all services and all service providers. For example, licenses of any type should be awarded only to providers that demonstrate the technical and financial capabilities necessary to ensure the quality of the services they offer. Similarly, regulation should also be designed to enable DSPs to expand their reach through the use of third-party agents. Just as banks, as described previously, should retain accountability for the quality and soundness of the agents with which they contract to provide services, DSPs and other providers should be held similarly accountable for their agents, whatever the service those agents provide. Rules that specify corrective action against DSPs whose agents’ behavior violates minimum standards (which must be defined, at least in broad terms) should be in place and, again, should be the same as for banks and the same across all services. The restrictions placed on links between banks and commercial enterprises because of competition policy or financial stability should similarly also apply to links between banks and DSPs.

For some services, a set of minimum requirements will suffice. For example, for DSPs dealing only with small and limited person-to-person (P2P) transfers or that offer stores of value fully backed by safe assets, license requirements can focus mostly on minimizing risks for consumers—that is, on ensuring the DSP’s technical capabilities to reduce operational risks and on documenting a record of honest business conduct and adequate governance capabilities. For those services, in most cases, the desirable model is a clear but relatively minimal set of ex ante rules for entry, with the explicit option of ex post intervention as the market evolves and new risks arise. The appropriate balance between ex ante rules and potential ex post interventions may vary from country to country, however, depending on, among other things, its legal and judicial systems and the state of its financial markets’ development.

Additional requirements should apply to providers engaged in a greater volume of payments and transfers of larger amounts or in forms of store of value, which involve exposure to loss. The design of licensing rules for those providers should clearly assess the operational and reputational risks that each new player might impose on users and the financial system as a whole and mandate safeguards accordingly.2 The thresholds between large and small amounts and volumes and between greater and lesser exposure to loss should be set at the authorities’ discretion.

For nonbank DSPs that seek to offer digital financial services other than payments, transfers, and fully backed store-of-value services—that is for digital banking and digital insurance.

---

2. For more on this topic, see sections 4 and 5. Additional requirements could also be needed to minimize the risk that “smurfing” (the breaking up of large transfers into smaller transactions to avoid crossing the regulatory threshold that triggers closer scrutiny) poses to the overall payments system.
Competition policy

is, services that can involve risks to the user or the financial system as a whole, such as deposits not fully backed by safe assets, credit, or insurance—even higher entry standards should apply, including “fit and proper” entry rules, as discussed previously for banks.

Market exit

RECOMMENDATION 3. For DSPs active in services beyond payments and fully backed store-of-value services, the rules governing exit from the market must be as well specified, on an ex ante basis, as they are for banks and should typically extend beyond those in the bankruptcy laws governing commercial businesses. Exit rules for DSPs that restrict their activities to small payments and transfers and fully backed stores of value, with no or limited (intraday) exposure to loss and small overall transaction volumes, can largely follow commercial bankruptcy laws and procedures—but with the option for ex post regulation—provided appropriate safeguards to protect customers’ funds are in place.

Rules for dealing with weak banks and the prompt resolution of banking insolvencies are well defined, on an ex ante basis, by international standards. In many countries, however, these rules, even when incorporated into local banking regulations, are not always properly enforced. Without appropriate bank exit regulations and enforcement, regulators tasked with maintaining financial stability might withhold or delay the approval of banking licenses for fear that the would-be new entrants might eventually fail and cause systemic disruption; their exclusion could diminish competition.

In contrast to those for banks, exit rules for nonbank DSPs generally are not defined beyond those in nonfinancial corporate insolvency laws. Specific rules can be stipulated, and again they should vary according to the activities of the provider. For DSPs that limit their activities to small transactions in payments and transfers and fully backed stores of value, with no or limited (intraday) exposure, exit rules can follow existing commercial law and procedures covering insolvencies—as long as appropriate safeguards are in place to protect consumers against fraud or loss of their funds due to the provider’s solvency problems (see further discussion in section 3 and a specific example in box 3.2). Such safeguards may include specific operational requirements, such as requirements on crucial infrastructure, liquidity, and the like. Moreover, the option of ex post regulation should remain open, as uncertainties about the future evolution of markets can be great.

Exit rules similar to those for banks, and specified on an ex ante basis, are more appropriate for DSPs that have become large players in (retail) payment services, as a means of preserving the sustainability of the overall system. DSPs that offer financial services beyond payments and fully backed stores of value should be subject to ex ante exit rules regardless, along the lines of those imposed on banks.

Abuse of market power

RECOMMENDATION 4. Sound antitrust rules and procedures are needed in the financial sector to avoid the emergence of entities with excessive market power. The antitrust regulators must have adequate tools and resources at their disposal to analyze the current state of competition, and they must have the authority to break up monopolies and oligopolies, penalize collusive behavior, and challenge uncompetitive pricing structures.

Entry and exit regulations alone are not sufficient to ensure thriving competition in financial services. As market structures continue to evolve, first-mover advantages, network externalities, and other underlying features of the market may give rise to monopolistic or oligopolistic situations, especially in small markets with limited foreign competition. Earlier experiences with some financial services, such as credit cards, as well as with other digital services industries, such as software and search engines, suggest that anti-competitive behavior cannot be ruled out even when the conditions for entry and exit are pro-competitive. These situations often are hard to predict, however, and therefore a full menu of ex ante rules is difficult to design.

4. In principle, ex ante provisions with regard to governance, pricing models, access, and so on can help control for some of the risks associated with anticompetitive situations. They can even encourage cooperative provision of networks and investment in infrastructures while reducing duplicative
To illustrate this concept, consider bundling, a strategy that involves joining products or services to sell them as a single unit. This strategy may turn into a cause for competition concerns if, for example, a manufacturer or MNO controlling a large share of the mobile (handset) market tries to leverage market power over complementary goods such as mobile payments. While the possibility of this occurrence cannot be discarded, it does not appear to be a prevalent behavior as to require regulatory intervention ex ante. Instead, such incidents are better tackled with ex post regulatory interventions, using antitrust law, and on a case-by-case basis. At a minimum, therefore, this approach requires adequate antitrust rules, powers, and enforcement capacity to be in place.

The agencies that set and enforce competition policy must be continually vigilant of changes in the behavior of the companies they oversee if they are to detect anti-competitive practices quickly as markets and institutions evolve. Those agencies must be ready and able to enforce the country’s antitrust and other rules and to take appropriate action ex post as new market failures emerge, especially in the rapidly evolving markets for digital financial services. When foreign financial institutions are established in the country, or when some financial services provision involves inputs from beyond the country’s borders, international cooperation to restrain undue market power will be needed.

**Interoperability**

**RECOMMENDATION 5.** Interoperability among DSPs, and between them and traditional financial services providers—including through open (nonproprietary) technical standards—is essential for effective competition and for financial inclusion. Interoperability ideally emerges as a market solution, and if not, should be encouraged. If regulatory intervention is, however, needed, timing is key: interoperability should not be mandated either too early or too late.

Interoperability of telecommunications services—for example, the ability to make calls to users on other telephone networks—supports competition by preventing the largest provider from dominating the market, increases consumers’ choices, and enhances their experience. In the same way, interoperability of digital financial services, such that any user on any network can transact with any other, is key to efficient financial services competition. In its absence, a single provider that has become significantly larger than the rest can exploit the network externalities that its size confers to attract still more customers, possibly becoming a monopoly. Interoperability also enables cheaper delivery of financial services for a given level of quality. If, instead, a number of providers of relatively similar size and capabilities emerge, but their networks are not interoperable, the financial services they offer will be of poorer quality or more expensive, or both. Besides interoperability among mobile payments and other financial services providers, interoperability between such networks and other financial services networks, such as ATM networks—including through open (nonproprietary) standards—is central to allowing digital services to reach sufficient scale and to provide effective competition to traditional payment services.

Interoperability, therefore, can benefit consumers while also encouraging market deepening. The issue is whether (and if so, when) interoperability can be expected to emerge spontaneously, as a market solution, and if it cannot, whether (and when) it should be mandated. Ultimately, regulators should not mandate interoperability. Instead, they should allow the market to spontaneously develop and implement the proper arrangements to reach the desired objective. However, there are situations where regulatory intervention may be warranted. The timing of these actions is key: mandating interoperability among payment services providers too early can inhibit innovation, deter investments, and thus hamper the development of markets. Allowing it to emerge too late can lead to both inefficiencies (such as limited economies of scale, adoption of an inferior technology, or fragmentation of the overall system) and an entrenched monopoly. The result can be restricted access and higher costs for consumers—a recipe for continued exclusion.

Because of the costs associated with both “too early” and “too late” regulatory interventions, interoperability should not be mandated early on in digital payment services development. But the

---

5. See Bourreau and Valletti (2015).

6. This assumes that providers do not apply a surcharge to cross-network transactions.
regulatory authorities might consider taking steps to ensure that these services have the capacity to become interoperable later, for example, by requiring the use of compatible messaging conventions for all payment systems and services. The goal should be to allow sufficient scope for market development and competition within and between networks, while preserving the option to secure interoperability when the regulator assesses that the market has reached a sustainable degree of development. Ex post regulation, when it occurs, need not be invasive, but it should at least prevent barriers to interoperability from increasing—that is, it should avoid moving backward. How this balance is struck in practice will necessarily vary from country to country.

Interoperability is more likely to emerge spontaneously, as a market solution rather than as a government mandate, where there are several players not grossly unequal in size. This implies that the design of entry rules for mobile financial services markets (discussed previously) and an ex post approach to interoperability are generally complementary. Tanzania provides an example of interoperability emerging without a regulatory mandate (box 2.2).

Interoperability can be achieved at different levels of financial services provision—at the customer level, the agent level, or the platform level. Interoperability at the customer level implies that customers can access their accounts using any phone with a SIM card on the same network. Interoperability at the agent level means that agents for one service may serve consumers of another service; no exclusivity applies. Interoperability at the platform level means that money transfers can be executed across networks: the user of one network can send electronic money to a user of another network, which may also be a traditional network, such as an existing ATM network.

Ex post regulation to achieve interoperability need not imply a mandate for full interoperability at all levels at once. Instead, depending on market conditions and country characteristics, a sequential approach by level could be desirable. Kenya’s policy, aimed at securing interoperability at the agent level but not at the platform level, is an example (see box 2.2).

Interoperability also means that existing systems should, in principle, be accessible to DSPs offering financial services, subject to standard safeguards. Full interoperability between traditional payments systems and newly developed DSP-operated payments and other financial systems would preferably emerge as a market solution—again, subject to oversight and possible ex post intervention. Regardless, as discussed in section 5, a number of preconditions would have to be met for DSPs to gain access to banks’ payments and clearing systems.

**Contestability of inputs**

Recommends 6. Taking into account choices made with respect to interoperability, except where consumer protection and financial stability may be compromised, inputs required for the production and distribution of financial services must be accessible to all providers interested in using them, be fairly priced, and be efficiently provided. Codes and standards can help toward this objective, but direct (ex post) government intervention to eliminate access barriers and address discriminatory pricing might be necessary at times.

Most network industries consider contestability of infrastructure services—the right of providers to equal access, on fair terms, to the underlying networks and other inputs on which the provision of their services depends—a basic requirement. Telephone companies require access to common telecommunications lines, electricity providers to the power grid, water providers to pipelines, and so forth. This statement is no less true for digital financial services, which require, among other elements, access to network services for payment and settlement, credit bureaus, and a functioning telecommunications system. Although advances in technologies are rapidly reducing the vulnerability of some of these inputs to a natural monopoly (much as markets for telecommunications services have become more contestable), cases can still arise in which governments must intervene to avoid the adverse impact of dominant players.

---

7. For example, to facilitate the eventual achievement of full interoperability, the Bank of Uganda’s Mobile Money Guidelines (2013) state that “Mobile money service providers shall utilize systems capable of becoming interoperable with other payment systems in the country and internationally, in order to facilitate full interoperability.”

8. See Kumar and Tarazi (2012).
Furthermore, barriers to access in financial services are often more subtle than in other industries, and therefore the policies needed to foster contestability in these services are far from easy to define.

In many countries, policy actions that address contestability of infrastructure services have largely taken the form of putting pressure on traditional financial services providers to open their systems—for example, by articulating codes of conduct—so as to reduce barriers, promote the convergence of standards, limit collusive practices, and encourage scope for consumer mobility by lowering the costs of switching between providers. These efforts should not only continue but be extended to include the new, nontraditional financial services providers that also require access to these crucial inputs. Reciprocally, traditional financial services providers need access to crucial network inputs such as telecommunications services (for example, Unstructured Supplementary Service Data; box 2.3), which may be a challenge because MNOs are entering the financial services market (thus, delivering both telecommunications for multiple users and their own financial services).

In these and other areas, the framers of competition policy in the financial sector may have something to learn from the experience of other network industries, many of which have adopted relatively sophisticated policies. For example, in many infrastructure industries in recent decades, ownership or management of the network, or both, have been separated from the provision of services to ensure fairer competition. Access policies and pricing of network services also are often subject to regulatory review. In these other industries, some rules for those participating in the networks may be standardized through direct government actions or through self-regulatory agencies assigned the task, rather than left solely in the hands of private sector operators or owners.

Even when crucial input and output services are contestable in principle, strong general policy interventions may still be necessary.

**Box 2.2 Full interoperability as a market solution versus as ex post regulation**

In Tanzania, interoperability in the mobile payments market evolved through an industrywide process facilitated by the International Finance Corporation, which acted as an agnostic broker between the participants. One of the guiding principles was that all players, irrespective of the size of their business, had the same share of vote in reaching agreement on how interoperability would work. It was then a strategic business decision for each individual operator to join or not. The regulator’s stated preference was for the market to reach interoperability on its own; hence, no mandatory regulations were implemented. Three of the country’s operators, Airtel, Tigo, and Zantel, initially agreed to interoperate and went live in September 2014. Vodacom (M-Pesa) came on board in early 2016. The agreement allows users of all the networks to send money directly between their mobile wallet and that of any other user on any other network.

In 2014, MNOs in Sri Lanka and Pakistan achieved platform-level interoperability. MNOs in Indonesia had already implemented account-to-account interoperability in 2013 (GSMA 2014). As in Tanzania, in none of these three markets was interoperability mandated.

In Kenya, recent developments illustrate the business incentives created by an ex post regulatory approach to interoperability. M-Pesa, the leading mobile money service, offered by Safaricom, lacks full interoperability with any of the rival services offered by Kenya’s three other operators, Airtel, Orange, and yuMobile. In July 2014, Safaricom opened up its M-Pesa agent network to rival Airtel—just before the Competition Authority of Kenya ordered Safaricom to open up its network of 85,000 agents to rivals. The concern of the Kenyan authorities was over the extremely high level of mobile money agents’ exclusivity in the country, the highest in East Africa: before July 2014, 96 percent of agents were serving one provider exclusively (Helix Institute of Digital Finance 2013).

Agent-level interoperability still amounts to only partial interoperability because mobile money platforms are not yet interoperable; for example, an Airtel user cannot send cash from his or her mobile wallet to the mobile wallet of an M-Pesa user. Safaricom’s initiation of this move of its own accord, however, in view of inevitable ex post regulation, is a promising start (Bourreau and Valletti 2015).
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Box 2.3 Barriers to Unstructured Supplementary Service Data channel access hindering competition

Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD) is currently considered the best available technology to deliver mobile financial services to low-income consumers. USSD is used for the majority of mobile payments deployments in developing countries (with the exception of M-Pesa in Kenya). As MNOs control this key input, there is concern about constrained access to USSD by other providers. Competition could be stifled if MNOs refuse to grant access to USSD, charge unfair prices, delay access, or provide access with poor quality. While MNOs may have valid arguments for withholding effective USSD access, such as potential network congestion, regulatory interventions may be needed to ensure contestability. As regulators decide how best to address issues related to USSD access, it should be noted that an agreement between MNOs and other players through market forces would be the preferred approach to achieving the objective of enhancing competition. However, in the absence of a market solution, an external dispute resolution mechanism could be set up. As a last option, a coordinated regulatory intervention requiring MNOs to provide USSD access could be used (Hanouch and Chen 2015).

to make contestability work in practice. At times, policy makers may need to require standardization, speed the pace of adjustment, or remove barriers to access. For example, governments may have to insist on open (nonproprietary) technical standards to enhance competition. Furthermore, in recent decades many governments have required that retail payments systems initially developed by individual banks or groups of banks be integrated and opened to all would-be users. This has not only greatly increased the quality of payment services but also often lowered costs. Similarly, in the 2000s the European Union (EU) mandated that charges for financial transfers between eurozone countries be equal (subject to certain conditions) to those for domestic transfers. In addition, some EU countries have mandated easy portability of customers’ bank account numbers from one bank to another.

In many countries, credit bureaus are run by banks or groups of banks for their own benefit and are not necessarily open even to traditional nonbank financial institutions, such as factoring companies, let alone new financial services providers, such as DSPs. Financial inclusion may require that access to the information held by credit bureaus be extended more broadly, to facilitate access to credit by low-income individuals and others now excluded, subject to appropriate safeguards and reciprocity standards. As this expansion of access proceeds, however, new policies will be needed to govern the ways in which the new DSPs use and share data about their customers among themselves and with traditional financial services providers. This is, after all, a new area in which issues such as privacy and the misuse of “big data” have to be carefully considered, while at the same time allowing the new data to be used for the delivery of financial services in profitable and sustainable ways.

A contestable infrastructure in the financial sector need not be a source of instability. Policy makers, however, should be aware of the trade-offs that can arise between consumer protection and financial stability on one hand and financial inclusion on the other when nonbank DSPs are granted access to a retail payments system previously limited to closely supervised banks. Such access can create risks for the entire financial system when, for example, a large MNO involved in digital services provision runs into difficulties in another (nonfinancial) part of its business.
Chapter 3
Leveling the playing field

The regulatory challenge

A level playing field in financial services refers to a regulatory environment in which all functionally equivalent financial services are treated equally, whatever the institutional form of the provider; and the onerousness of regulation of any provider is commensurate (level) with the risk that the provider’s activities pose to customers and to the overall financial sector.

A level playing field starts with a clear definition of each financial service: What is a payment transaction? What types of stores of value are called a deposit? What is a credit? Often these definitions have been made at some point in time somewhere in a country’s banking law or other laws, but the definitions may not have kept up with changes in financial services provision. More generally, inconsistencies in the treatment of services can arise from ambiguities in their formal definitions. This phenomenon is even more visible when looking at different jurisdictions and when financial products and services are offered across borders.

With a definition of each financial service in hand, a level playing field among providers of each service is critical to efficient service provision because it ensures that different providers compete on an equal basis in offering functionally similar services. It also reduces the scope for regulatory arbitrage. Because a level playing field can help expand the frontier of the market for financial services, it is crucial for improving financial inclusion.

Without a level playing field, inefficiencies in provision—static and dynamic—can emerge. Static inefficiencies arise when, even inadvertently, regulations are in place that raise costs for one type of provider but not for others, leading to higher overall costs and reduced access, or when regulations do not efficiently achieve the desired objectives of financial inclusion, consumer protection, and systemic financial stability across all functionally equivalent services. Dynamic inefficiencies arise when, for any new type of financial service, the current rules and market structure inhibit productive delivery and further innovation. As in other industries, an existing dominant set of institutions is likely to try to set the rules of the game in a way that subtly distorts the market to their advantage, thereby reducing dynamic gains—for example, by reducing innovation.\(^1\)

Some regulations in Indonesia exemplify distortions preventing a level playing field between e-money providers and constraining the development of their networks (box 3.1). Because of these issues, a common starting point in rules is dynamically very important.

A level playing field is possibly even more important for digital financial services and their role in financial inclusion than for traditionally delivered ones for two reasons. First, as experience has shown, the providers involved in digital financial services often are quite different one from another and often follow very different business models in their activities. This is especially true of the newly emerging providers. Second, the financial services that these different entities provide and the related services of importance to digital financial inclusion, such as the various financial and telecommunications infrastructures, are likely to be covered by multiple regulators.\(^2\) Together these factors suggest that unless steps are taken expressly to prevent it, functionally equivalent digital services will likely not be regulated identically.

At the same time, the level playing field recommendation calls for risks to be regulated appropriately even if the providers...

---

1. If digital finance is largely MNO-led, for instance, and one or a few MNOs dominate the telecommunication market, then obstacles to banks’ access to the MNOs networks can easily emerge through access rules and pricing. Conversely, if the prevailing model of digital finance is bank-led, certain regulations might deter the efficient emergence and expansion of digital finance via MNOs. One example is excessive licensing requirements for MNO’s agents (such as the requirement that agents of MNOs have full-service bank licenses, even if they are involved only in the cash-in, cash-out part of payment transactions). Another example is the existence of unwarranted limits to use the banks’ clearing system.

2. In addition, differences are likely along many other dimensions, such as the tax and accounting treatment of products, depending on which class of provider offers the financial service.
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offer the same or functionally equivalent services. Absent regulatory action to the contrary, the continual introduction of new financial products creates the possibility that the risks of various types of providers—banks, MNOs, and other nonbank DSPs—to the user and to the financial system overall will vary. Leveling the playing field means that different providers may be subject to different risk-based requirements, even when they offer functionally equivalent services that do not differ with respect to other regulations (such as those aimed at enhancing competition, consumer protection, or financial integrity). The need to assess risks appropriately applies especially for providers engaged in store-of-value services.

RECOMMENDATION 7. Leveling the playing field for financial services starts with regulatory agencies clearly distinguishing the various services from one another.

Defining and differentiating between services

Defining the various financial services and clearly drawing the lines between them is difficult but essential. An important distinction is the one between payments-only services on one hand and store-of-value services on the other. This distinction can be based on the length of time the transaction takes (very limited in the case of payments) and the value of the transaction (small for retail payments). A store of value can then be defined as any balance, no matter where it is held, whose nominal value can be withdrawn at par immediately or used to pay for any type of good or service, real or financial. It thus includes, among others, e-wallets and deposits.

Within the store-of-value category, further distinctions can be made using other criteria. These criteria may include, for example, the amount of recordkeeping needed (limited for e-wallets, greater in the case of bank deposits) and overall functionality (more limited for e-wallets, less

### Box 3.1 Indonesia: How regulation can undermine the growth of mobile money networks

Indonesia has an opportunity to become one of the world’s largest and most inclusive digital financial services markets, with its high mobile phone penetration, large volumes of government-to-person payments, and diversified financial services industry. Despite these assets and the progress made in recent years, only 36 percent of Indonesian adults have an account at a formal institution (Demirgüç-Kunt and others 2015), and informal cash-based savings and payments still flourish. Recently, the authorities have sought to improve the status of financial inclusion in the country. For example, Bank Indonesia launched e-money regulations governing mobile financial services in 2009 (revised in 2014). However, so far neither banks nor MNOs have implemented inclusion programs at scale. The financial inclusion agenda remains constrained due to regulatory restrictions.

The e-money regulation permits only big banks with a core capital of approximately US$2.6 billion (known as book IV banks) to hire informal, unregistered entities (that is, mom and pop shops) as e-money agents. By contrast, smaller banks and MNOs can partner only with registered legal entities. Given that most airtime outlets and mom and pop shops in poor and rural communities are not legally registered, this restriction effectively blocks MNOs and nonbanks from building dense agent networks in these communities. As a result, MNOs are struggling to scale up their operations and expand their rural footprint.

The recommendations in this section on contestability of market infrastructure are intended to complement those on competition policy in section 2. Here the report advocates, for example, against rules and actions that unnecessarily prevent MNOs and other DSPs from competing with banks in the area of digital finance. It also calls for proper and equal access to crucial institutional infrastructure—for example, for the ability of new players to tap into a payments system built and possibly dominated by existing providers. This section of the report begins by discussing and offering recommendations for two key areas for action: clearly defining each financial service and adopting a level playing field within each. Specific recommendations for payments, deposits, and credit services follow. The section concludes with recommendations regarding consumer protection and the structure of supervisory agencies.

DEFINING AND DIFFERENTIATING BETWEEN SERVICES

RECOMMENDATION 7. Leveling the playing field for financial services starts with regulatory agencies clearly distinguishing the various services from one another.

Defining the various financial services and clearly drawing the lines between them is difficult but essential. An important distinction is the one between payments-only services on one hand and store-of-value services on the other. This distinction can be based on the length of time the transaction takes (very limited in the case of payments) and the value of the transaction (small for retail payments). A store of value can then be defined as any balance, no matter where it is held, whose nominal value can be withdrawn at par immediately or used to pay for any type of good or service, real or financial. It thus includes, among others, e-wallets and deposits.

Within the store-of-value category, further distinctions can be made using other criteria. These criteria may include, for example, the amount of recordkeeping needed (limited for e-wallets, greater in the case of bank deposits) and overall functionality (more limited for e-wallets, less

---

3. Even this definition, however, can leave some ambiguity as to what a deposit is and what a payment is. For example, whether a payments balance is considered "intraday deposits" depends on how a day is defined and on whether the payments service operates around the clock or not.
so for bank deposits). The exact definition of a deposit with the general category store of value can be complex. A deposit can be defined as a store of value that has greater functionality; for example, its owner can use the deposit to make transfers and has access to records and statements (online or paper). Importantly, deposits typically come with additional recordkeeping and safeguard requirements for the provider. Other services, such as credit and insurance, must be defined, as well.

Regulating functionally equivalent services equally

RECOMMENDATION 8. To the extent possible and applicable, identical rules should apply to functionally identical services, regardless of the institutional form of the provider.

Today, and likely more so in the future, multiple forms of financial services provision coexist. What matters, however, is that the functionally identical services are treated equally. In turn, this means that the definition of each service must not be based on the type of issuer. For example, defining a deposit as a specific type of claim on a bank—and only a bank—violates the recommendation of equal treatment across providers.

Although the concept of a level playing field is a simple and familiar one, applying it in the form of specific recommendations is a complex task. Equality of treatment and regulation by function can require fundamental changes in laws to allow functionally equivalent services to be treated as such. Existing definitions of payment services in a country’s banking or payments law may have to be revised, for example, to allow for new forms of delivery.

Even when providers deliver functionally the same service, a level playing field does not mean that regulatory approaches cannot vary across services providers when risks vary across providers. Importantly, MNOs and other DSPs whose business models restrict their provision of financial services to payments services, with limited intraday exposure, and fully backed stores of values need not be subject to the same regulations imposed on those DSPs whose financial services involve greater risks to users and the financial system. Such risks may include using the funds for lending or providing insurance or other forms of intermediation. One way of visualizing this is to think of providers of financial services as arrayed on a ladder, whose rungs represent increasing degrees of risk: the greater the risk to customers and the overall financial system associated with a given provider, the stricter should be the regulation and supervision of that provider. But, again, it should be done on the basis of the risks the provider represents, not on the basis of the type of service offered.

Payment services

RECOMMENDATION 9. A consistent regime for regulating all forms of payment services provision is preferable, and the rules should ensure a level playing field in the delivery of various payment services.

Payment services should be regulated under a payments law, which can be either a separate law or part of the banking law; in either case, the law should cover all forms of payment services delivery, including delivery by MNOs and other DSPs. Although different models may exist, establishing a consistent regime for regulating all forms of payments services provision is desirable. A recent trend is toward countries adopting a general law that governs the national payment system, covering all aspects of the payment industry from operators to systems, instruments, and services.

RECOMMENDATION 10. Risks to users and general financial stability concerns arising from payment services, such as intraday settlement risks and other (systemic) risks, should be addressed within the payment system framework and should not differentiate by type of provider. MNOs and other DSPs that limit their provision of retail financial services to payments services should be subject to payment regulations only.

4. In the new EU Payments Services Directive, for example, a “payment account” differs from a “bank (or deposit) account” in that the former may be used only for executing payments, whereas the latter can be used both for payments and as a store of value. This appears to be a workable definition and one that is being adopted by a number of other countries. Cash is also a store of value. It differs from many other stores of value in that it is held anonymously.

5. Section 5 of this report addresses the issues involved in achieving a level playing field and competition across providers of payment services; this section discusses how to establish a level playing field between providers of payment services and those of other financial services.
Rules that ensure a level playing field imply, among other things, equitable access to common institutional infrastructure and associated pricing rules that apply irrespective of the type of financial services provider. Rules must consider risks, though. They can therefore include requirements that providers use robust technologies and limit operational risks, thereby addressing, in part, the risks to consumer protection and financial stability. The rules can still differentiate by size of transaction, volume, and other technical or cost factors (for more on this topic see section 5) and, of course, when systemic financial stability concerns call for differential treatment (for example, when a single provider accounts for a very large share of aggregate transaction values or assets).

For most digital payment transactions, the risks that arise during completion of the transaction are small: the funds will be available to the recipient almost as soon as they are sent. Because settlement of the transaction does not necessarily take place at the same time, however, risk can arise for the service provider and thus for the final user in case of the provider’s failure. For the time an open position exists, it has to be managed within the payment system according to the usual payment regulations.

Because the payment transactions important for financial inclusion will be low in average value but can be large in aggregate volume, and because some of the providers (typically the new ones) are not necessarily otherwise regulated, some adaptation will be necessary to make the model safe for financial inclusion. One way to cover some of the individual and systemic risks inherent in the intraday flow of payment services provided by an MNO or other nonbank DSP, while preserving a level playing field, is to require each DSP to open a dedicated trust account at a bank while its customers maintain individual records with the DSP, but not with a bank. The MNO or other DSP would hold a single aggregate account at a bank for the total amount of individual net exposures (that is, netting out gross exposures). The size of the aggregate account would be subject to some limitations, in part related to the size of the bank and its capital, and the regulator may require the funds to be distributed across multiple banks as a way of ensuring diversification. Limits would have to be imposed on the size of payments eligible to be conducted in this model (for example, less than the equivalent of US$100 per day). This is essentially the M-Pesa model in Kenya (box 3.2).

This model, however, is less likely to suffice if either the aggregate account or the flow of transactions through it becomes large relative to the country’s financial and payment system. In this case, regulators could require that, once a certain size threshold is crossed, the excess balances be invested at the central bank or in government or other highly liquid, safe securities to limit the risk of financial instability and contagion. Regulators might also require, as in the case of commercial banks, direct participation by the MNO or other DSP in the clearing system, which would also give the regulators direct visibility at the transaction level; or, if the DSP remains an indirect participant, it might be required to share some aggregate data with the regulator. Other measures, including rules regarding the use of robust technologies, might be adopted alongside or instead of these requirements—again, to reduce overall risk.

**Providers of store-of-value services**

**RECOMMENDATION 11.** For MNOs and other DSPs whose services go beyond simple payment transactions, additional regulation and supervision should apply. Those regulations may include restrictions on the use of the funds. For those store-of-value instruments that are not fully backed with safe assets, regulations should typically be similar to those that apply to deposit-taking institutions (“banks”). They can include, if applicable, insurance and related requirements.

To level the playing field regarding risk of the provider, DSPs and other providers of payment services that do not offer a store of value should not be subject to the same regulatory requirements imposed on those that do. For the small transactions with limited (intraday) exposure that these providers handle, payment system regulation and oversight should provide adequate protection to the individual for risks in the transaction and to the financial system for the risk in the flow of transactions and otherwise. These providers will,

---

6. If the services provided by DSPs extend beyond payments to providing a store of value, they must be regulated differently (see the subsection on deposit services later in this section).

7. Payment services providers should not necessarily be required to be direct participants in a clearing system, given the costs involved, and providers may find that indirect participation is more cost effective.
Leveling the playing field however, still be subject to some requirements, such as disclosure rules and KYC rules (with various exemptions based on transaction and value thresholds, see section 5).

In contrast, MNOs and other providers whose services go beyond simple payment transactions to include store-of-value instruments should be subject to additional regulations. Among those regulations may be additional recordkeeping, disclosure, and higher KYC requirements. Importantly, providers will be treated differently depending on the risks that they impose, which will vary depending on whether the stored value is invested in safe assets or used for making loans or other risky investments.

For many forms of store-of-value instruments, safety will come in the form of the assets allowed to be held and other limitations imposed on the activities of the provider. A limitation that is increasingly viewed as appropriate is for the DSP to be prohibited from on-lending the funds, but rather be required to either hold all the funds collected in a segregated deposit at a bank or invest them in safe assets, such as government and other highly liquid securities.\(^8\)

In such cases, even if not insured, the funds will be safe. One specific such form is a narrow bank.\(^9\) This is essentially India’s proposal on payment banks (Reserve Bank of India 2014): these DSPs must obtain a banking license, but the license they acquire is not a “full” one in that the DSP agrees not to exercise its lending rights under the license but must invest in certain explicitly permitted securities. Other legal models, such as trust funds, can be used, too. These DSPs would still be subject to other rules (similar to brokers’ investment and segregation rules), as well as other requirements, such as concentration limits, but would not be subject to further bank-type regulation and supervision.

For DSPs that offer store-of-value services but that are not willing to forsake lending or other intermediation activities, the question arises whether other forms of safety can and should be provided—including insurance—through public mandates. Many, but not all, countries today have deposit insurance for banks, and this report does not proclaim that countries should have it, as it comes with not just benefits but risks. Deposit insurance for banks is well understood; it provides protection for depositors from the consequences of bank failure and is known to reduce the risk of a run on a bank or on the financial system at large. At the same

8. The criteria for these securities could be aligned with that of “Level 1 assets” (high-quality liquid assets), as recommended by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision in its Basel III standards; see BCBS (2013).

9. Narrow banks (also called payment banks) are already safe because of the restrictions on their investments. Nevertheless, accounts could be covered by deposit insurance to avoid any misperceptions and possible adverse competitive implications. For example, payment banks in India are covered by deposit insurance.
time, deposit insurance introduces moral hazard and can lead to increased risk taking on the part of banks, which can, in turn, create systemic risks. Extending insurance to all store-of-value forms could be risky for any insurance agency and for the government more generally.

To reduce moral hazard and other risks, when deposit insurance is present, related bank regulations typically involve rules for the types and amounts of assets that may be held, the types of activities in which the bank may engage, its structure of liabilities, and how to resolve problems of illiquidity and insolvency when they arise (for example, many banking laws around the world, but not all, specify depositor preferences in bankruptcy). All such rules aim to reduce risks and protect the depositors and other creditors of the bank, the deposit insurance agency, and the overall financial system in the case of bank failure.

Although the general consensus is that nonbanks involved in the provision of store-of-value services need some regulation and supervision, as yet no established best practice exists regarding the need for and usefulness of insurance or about the best specific regulations and modalities accompanying it for various classes of store-of-value products. The answers will, to a large degree, be country specific. From the perspective of ensuring a level playing field, however, distinguishing among three groups of services is useful:

- **Services that are required to have insurance.**
- **Services that are not allowed to have insurance.**
- **Services whose providers are allowed to choose whether or not to have insurance.**

The criteria used to define those three groups can be expressed in either positive or negative terms, that is, according to whether the characteristics of a service or the activities of the provider indicate that it should be included or excluded, respectively, from a group; whatever the criteria chosen, overlaps and gray areas may occur. Providers granted access to insurance or required to have it will of course also have to meet other criteria, as will be discussed further. For those providers not granted access to insurance or that choose not to have it, other rules may apply (for example, their product documentation may have to carry a disclaimer stating that “these funds are not covered by insurance”). Issues pertaining to each of the three groups, consistent with leveling the playing field, are discussed next.

- **Criteria for services that are required to have insurance include the following:** the service is an extension of an already-covered regular bank deposit (for example, small amounts stored on a chip-card that is linked to an insured bank account); or the service is functionally fully identical to equivalent bank products (for example, a mobile checking account with functionality equivalent to a traditional account).10
- **Criteria for services that are not allowed to have insurance may include the following:** the stored value is usable only in a closed system (that is, only for certain transactions or certain stores, as with gift cards); or the stored value is not linked to an individual person or account but rather is stored anonymously, and the balance, in case of loss, cannot be restored (in other words, the stored value is equivalent to cash in terms of loss recovery); or the value is denominated in foreign exchange or some other unit with fluctuating value. Other criteria might also be used. The Philippines is a case in which insurance is not allowed for any type of digitally stored value.11
- **Criteria for services that are allowed to be offered without insurance include the following:** a low limit is imposed on the balance held (for example, less than the equivalent of a few U.S. dollars); or the stored value has not been acquired through a means that is already part of the regular banking or payments system (for example, gift cards bought in convenience stores); or the use of the stored value is not subject to certain security means, including ID verification and passwords, and is held

---

10. Besides the need to ensure a level playing field, an argument for requiring that some types of products be covered universally is one related to adverse selection: better capitalized or too-big-to-fail providers may prefer to opt out of deposit insurance—the former because they believe that they have sufficient capital to survive a run, the latter because they expect to be bailed out. This leaves only the weaker players—that is, those most likely to actually need insurance benefits—thus undermining the sustainability of the deposit insurance scheme.

11. In the Philippines, bank deposits that are digitally transacted, MNO-issued e-money, and certain other store-of-value accounts are excluded from deposit insurance coverage. In practice this means, for example, that if a bank holds funds for e-money purposes but the MNO manages the funds, the account holders do not have any insurance (GFPI 2014). Aside from the practical and political difficulties in adapting such fundamental pieces of legislation as a country’s banking laws, the reasoning is not clear why all digital products should be excluded. Furthermore, to avoid repercussions, providers must raise public awareness that those products are not covered.
Leveling the playing field

anonymously. All store-of-value products that do not satisfy these criteria may have insurance, at the provider’s discretion—provided, of course, that they meet the other criteria (discussion follows).

All store-of-value services providers—whether banks, other financial institutions, MNOs, and other DSPs, thus including store-of-value cards and products such as balances in PayPal—must disclose to customers to what extent, if at all, their stored values are covered by insurance.

For providers that either are required to have or choose to have insurance, different models can be used for its provision. Insurance for digital store-of-value products can be provided in any of various forms—for example, directly or indirectly (box 3.3). Additional requirements for eligibility in an insurance scheme include those pertaining to recordkeeping, proper customer identification, and ability to promptly issue refunds in case of failure, including when working through third parties, such as MNOs. Importantly, deposit insurance comes with limitations on the type and quantity of risky assets held by the institution to reduce moral hazard and other concerns. Related to that criterion, the entity will be subject to supervisory oversight.

When a provider has the choice of whether or not to have insurance or chooses to provide safety in another way, trade-offs may arise that make the insurance option unattractive from the provider’s or the consumer’s point of view. One factor is the related costs, which, besides the recordkeeping and customer identification costs, include the insurance premium. Because those expenses will likely be passed on to the customer, they can deter financial inclusion. Providers may therefore choose to provide safety using the narrow bank or similar models or to forsake providing any form of insurance or safety, in which case other rules, notably on disclosing the lack of insurance, still apply.12

12. Some concerns parallel to the debate, mainly in developed countries, are regarding which financial products may or may not be allowed to have or are required to have government-provided insurance. Some financial instruments, such as money market fund accounts—notably those with so-called par value guarantees, as in the United States—have elements functionally equivalent to those of deposit accounts, but are not explicitly covered by deposit insurance because they are otherwise not regulated and supervised in the same way as banks. They do face limits, though, on asset compositions, and they have to disclose their status.

 Providers of credit services

**RECOMMENDATION 12.** To the extent that the DSPs uses stored values to fund the credit it extends, additional requirements will have to come into play, typically similar to those applied to banks to protect the individual saver, the insurance provider (if the stored values are insured), and the stability of the overall financial system. Like other nonbank financial institutions and nonfinancial corporations, DSPs can, in principle (subject to prevailing laws), be allowed and choose to extend credit to their customers or otherwise engage in forms of financial intermediation. DSPs can, for example, act as leasing companies or as person-to-person (P2P) and person-to-business (P2B) lending platforms. As with other credit providers, eligibility to provide those services comes with certain requirements for both lender and borrower, notably related to consumer protection (for example, because investment risks may arise and liabilities may exist beyond those reasonably covered under the principle of “buyer beware”). In general, depending on the exact legal structure chosen, the applicable rules will come from general commercial law or from specific laws governing nonbanks (for example, leasing or factoring firms) but not from microprudential or banking laws. Additional requirements may nevertheless arise. Some may come from securities laws; for example, although practice is still evolving, P2P and P2B platforms in some countries currently may not offer investment products beyond a certain size to the general public, and certain disclosure rules apply.

Rules will have to differ, however, if the financial services provider uses any stored values for credit provision because the safety of those values is no longer assured. To protect individual savers, the insurance provider (if the stored values are insured), and the stability of the overall financial system, additional regulatory requirements—similar to those applied to banks—will be needed. The case of Kenya’s M-Shwari (box 3.4) shows how standard bank rules apply when a mobile deposit is used for lending, with the only difference being the channel or platform used to access the deposit and extend the loan.

More generally, DSPs that offer store-of-value instruments to the general public but are not fully backed by safe assets would be subject to general bank regulations and supervisory oversight. Specifically,
Although so far no clear standard model has emerged, (deposit) insurance can be applied to digital transactional platforms through one of two main approaches.

The first is direct coverage, whereby regulation is adjusted as needed to bring digital transactional platforms within standard bank deposit insurance coverage. This model would apply to store-of-value products that are a direct extension of a bank deposit, and those products would not be subject to additional rules beyond those that apply to the primary deposit. The same argument applies if a specialized bank provides mobile deposit services through a subsidiary that is a deposit insurance member. This is the model used for M-Shwari in Kenya (see box 3.4). Direct coverage is more demanding for some modalities of providing deposit services. For one thing, the liabilities of any third-party agent involved, such as an MNO, would have to be clarified relative to those of the bank (for example, in the case of technical failure of the MNO to conduct a transaction). This model is practiced in Mexico, where banks hold and manage customers’ funds while paying the premium for the digital transactional platform.

For store-of-value products not offered as extensions of a bank deposit, insurance can be offered but, consistent with a level playing field, the provider would be subject to the same regulations and supervision as banks with regard to deposit insurance, including coverage limitations and required contributions to the insurance fund. In the case of payment banks offering deposits, limits on their lending or investment would negate the need for many such requirements. These and other rules, such as requirements to fully back up amounts with investments in high-quality liquid assets, can also be applied to other store-of-value products. Limits would apply to the total amount that may be covered, whether held at the bank or in the store-of-value product.

The second approach is indirect coverage, whereby the aggregate customer funds held in pooled custodial accounts are insured, and some insurance is indirectly provided to the individual account balances managed by a third party (such as an MNO that issues e-money, or an e-money issue of reloadable prepaid cards). Because the funds in the bank really are no different from a normal deposit, they are subject to deposit insurance and associated regulation and supervision. The bank or banks in which the funds are held must of course themselves qualify for insurance, but the provider of the payment accounts (the MNO) need not. The main issue with this model is that the pooled account must also qualify as an insured deposit and importantly, its insurance will typically be capped to cover only a certain amount. For example, if the maximum coverage is limited to, say, Na100,000 per account, only a small fraction of the overall deposits aggregated in the trust account, which can run into billions of nairas, is insured. This means that for each individual account holder the fund protection is almost inexistent.

The United States provides interesting experiences with coverage of digital funds, using the so-called pass-through model. As long as the e-money is placed in a U.S.-insured depository institution, it is considered an insured deposit. For pooled custodial accounts, pass-through protection applies to each customer up to the insurance limit. To qualify for pass-through protection, however, the bank’s records must disclose the custodial nature of the pooled account; the bank’s records or the issuer must disclose the names of the individual owners and the amount owed to each; and the agreement between the issuer and the customers must indicate that ownership of the funds remains with the customer. Because these rules are not difficult to meet, most e-money schemes in the United States already comply, given their standard practices (FDIC 2008).

Kenya used to have indirect coverage for M-Pesa, as banks hold the customer’s funds in bank deposits that are insured, but it has since moved to make individual accounts in principle eligible for pass-through treatment, along the lines of the U.S. example. An administrative issue for many developing countries for indirect coverage is whether the accounts data are kept up to date and can be reconciled quickly so that payout can be quick if needed. Additional requirements can therefore be imposed under indirect coverage, notably those related to recordkeeping in real time, with the ability to reconcile accounts, and assurances on the use of robust technologies and the like. Questions arise as to whether these additional requirements make this model practical for MNOs and whether they make indirect coverage equivalent in practice to direct coverage.
nonbank entities that use the fund they raised for lending or risky investment would have to become—and be licensed as—some form of bank. They would thus be subject to the same capital, reserve, and other prudential requirements as banks, as well as to any other limitations on banks regarding the types of assets they may hold and the activities in which they may engage, and they would be supervised accordingly. For all practical purposes, this implies that the vehicle used by the DSP becomes an independently capitalized bank that is regulated and licensed under the same law as banks. (This approach would also obviate the need for continued efforts to synchronize two different pieces of legislation intended to regulate effectively identical entities.) The regulations and forms of supervision to which they are subject could still, however, differ according to the rules applicable to various classes of banks or other deposit-taking financial institutions. For example, they could differ depending on size or by type of entity (such as microfinance institutions). The presumption is that those differentiations are justified on their own merits and do not tilt the playing field; if they do, further adjustments—which are beyond the scope of this report—will be needed.

For DSPs that do not go beyond offering small payments or transfers and small store-of-value services, the best way to avoid an excessive regulatory burden, while keeping the playing field level and avoiding systemic risks, is restrictions on the use of the funds, including through using the narrow bank model.

**Consumer protection**

**RECOMMENDATION 13.** All providers of financial services—banks, MNOs and other DSPs, and others—must be made subject to regulations aimed at protecting consumers from fraud, abuse, and discrimination. For any given service, these regulations should be equivalent across all types of providers of that service.

---

**Box 3.4 Kenya’s M-Shwari: A standard bank-based deposit and credit service offered via mobile means**

M-Shwari is essentially a bank deposit account service offered by the Commercial Bank of Africa (CBA) as an e-wallet, with access offered through Safaricom’s M-Pesa (see box 3.2). Each M-Shwari customer has a separate bank account with the CBA, which pays between 2 and 5 percent annual interest depending on the characteristics of the deposit. Deposits in and withdrawals from M-Shwari deposit accounts can be made only through M-Pesa (which sets its own maximums on balances, daily transaction values, and values per transaction, as well as a minimum withdrawal amount) and its agents, which handle the accounting. Short-term loans similar to other bank loans also are available through M-Shwari to customers with good credit scores, derived from the customer’s past usage of Safaricom products.

Because M-Shwari deposits are standard bank deposits, they are subject to the reserve requirements, deposit insurance requirements, and other regulations and supervision that apply to any bank deposit. M-Shwari deposits also are counted in the standard measure of financial inclusion in Kenya. Know-your-customer (KYC) requirements are similar to those in other countries: tiered levels of deposits may be opened based on stored data for M-Pesa (for tier 1), verification of M-Pesa KYC data on the government’s individual database registry (for tier 2), and original data and a copy of a PIN certificate (for tier 3). This KYC procedure is compliant with FATF standards and recommendations aimed at balancing the goals of financial inclusion and reduction of risk.

Since its launch in November 2012, M-Shwari has met with considerable success. As of mid-2015, the service had attracted some 5 million customers, and CBA disburses 50,000 loans every day (Cook and McKay 2015a, b). This rapid growth, compared with other countries where bank deposits have been offered along with mobile money, probably reflects the ease of signing up online for the lowest tier and the ease of depositing and withdrawing funds through M-Pesa and its agents. The success of M-Shwari has also encouraged other countries to use digital personal information data to form the base of KYC and to overcome the information asymmetry problems inherent in extending credit safely.
Full transparency and disclosure to consumers about the characteristics of products being offered to them, as well as about fees (direct and indirect) and interest charges (when relevant), are the first line of consumer protection. Accordingly, the relevant authorities must set standards for disclosure that are adequate and equal across providers of a given service.

Protection against fraud usually follows the country’s commercial law, which applies equally to banks and nonbanks. Where this is the case, a level playing field should already be in place, at least in principle, if the legal and judicial system is operating adequately. Where this is not the case, additional rules, harmonization of existing rules, or both are essential, as is effective coordination among the various regulators involved.

Regulators also must ensure that, when fraud or other infractions occur, proper recourse mechanisms for consumers are in place and, for a given service, do not differ by type of service provider. This recommendation may require some adaptations to current rules and modalities. For example, for very small transactions, “no-fault” or equivalent rules for nonbank providers may be needed (under such a rule, the consumer does not have to prove his or her case to prevail, but the provider can still prevail if it can show neglect on the consumer’s part). Recourse for nondelivery of a small payment sent through a service provided by a DSP will require a different approach than for “typical” payments through banks for commercial (nonfinancial) business transactions.

The rules also have to ensure that in no part of the process of providing payment (and other financial) services does any discrimination against certain classes of customers (for example, women) exist. This stipulation can call for, among other things, efforts to train staff in understanding and appropriately addressing cultural or religious diversity among customers.

These recommendations do not suffice to fully ensure consumer protection in general, and increased financial inclusion can create new consumer protection concerns. For example, well-intended policies sought to increase U.S. homeownership by making mortgages available to households previously excluded, using, among other tools, innovative financial technologies. The combination of those policies and innovations with poorly structured incentives, faulty rules, and lax oversight—in short, a failure of regulation—allowed for the widespread sale of products ill-suited to the consumers to whom they were marketed. In fact, the recent U.S. financial crisis is sometimes blamed on those practices, as they led to systemic risks.

Beyond the recent crisis, there are many cases of exploitation of vulnerable customers, whether through sale of inappropriate or overpriced products or through outright fraud and theft—Ponzi schemes being a classic example. Microfinance institutions’ problems in South Asia are one of the many examples in which financial inclusion goals were compromised. The lesson to be learned is that for all their potential benefits for inclusion, financial innovations can at times be hijacked and turned into threats to consumers, which regulation must be constantly ready to address through means that go beyond ensuring sufficient disclosure and recourse mechanisms. A useful initiative that supports policymakers’ efforts to improve financial consumer protection is the World Bank’s Consumer Protection and Financial Literacy diagnosis’ tool, which assesses a country’s legal, regulatory, and institutional frameworks for financial consumer protection using the World Bank’s Good Practices for Consumer Protection (World Bank 2012b), as a benchmark. More than two dozen developing countries had been assessed and received recommendations by the end of 2015.

**Establishing clear supervisory assignments**

**RECOMMENDATION 14.** Coordination among supervisory agencies is as essential for digital financial services as for traditional ones. Coordination problems can be minimized by specifying clear mandates for all agencies involved and by ensuring their adequate accountability and independence. Memorandums of understanding can further help improve coordination. Coordination among different supervisors remains often difficult to achieve for a variety of reasons: information may not be easily or fully shared because of legal barriers; mandates may overlap or may not be clearly defined; and, especially, the presence of multiple supervisory agencies may ignite turf battles. These problems can give rise to overlaps and gaps in supervision. Even when regulations and guidelines have been well designed ex ante, unforeseen risks can remain, calling for ad hoc, ex post regulatory interventions. Such circumstances will test regulators’ ability to avoid coordination failures across multiple agencies.
These challenges also arise for nondigital financial services, so some general advice thus applies. The key to avoiding coordination problems is twofold: clear mandates for all supervisory agencies, and proper accountability and independence of each. Beyond that, however, specific recommendations for institutional design are hard to come by. Regular meetings between staff of the various agencies and the central bank—to discuss issues, reach decisions, resolve conflicts, apprise each other of what they are doing, monitor implementation, and plan initiatives for the future—can help.

More may be needed for the new, digital services, however. As a practical matter, some sort of explicit, formal mechanism of coordination between the MNO regulator and the authority in charge of payment oversight rules may also have to be in place. The development of memorandums of understanding between relevant authorities (such as the Central Bank and the National Communications Commission) can provide a useful framework to foster and institutionalize dialogue and collaboration between various government departments on matters of mutual interest and where the authorities’ competence is not exclusive. This communication can help define who should be in charge of enacting and enforcing rules in the digital finance space. The coordination task can be eased to some degree by creating separately capitalized subsidiaries for specific services so that even if other resources (networks, agents, branches) are comingled, the legal ownership of claims is clearly defined and therefore capable of being regulated and governed independently.

---

13. The problem is not different in principle from the usual one of multiple supervisory agencies. The lessons here are limited, because many models exist: some countries have a single supervisory authority, others “twin peaks” (separating prudential supervision from supervision of business and market conduct); the deposit insurance agency, or the central bank, may or may not be involved in supervision; and so on. Each arrangement has its pros and cons; hence, no simple ranking of models by efficacy is possible.
Chapter 4
Know-your-customer rules

The regulatory challenge

Financial integrity is an essential regulatory objective. To pursue this objective, an international policy advisory body, the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), created a number of standards to promote effective implementation of legal, regulatory, and operational measures for combating money laundering (ML) and the financing of terrorism (TF). Essential to operationalizing financial integrity is the need for financial institutions to know who they are dealing with. A financial system in which customers are allowed total anonymity is one that can easily be abused and corrupted, including by persons or entities engaged in ML/TF. Such a system also is more subject to the risk of financial cronyism and related financial instability. Last, but hardly least important for purposes of this report, financial institutions that do not know their clients will be less willing to extend their full range of services to them, thus hindering financial inclusion. Hence, strong KYC rules governing all financial institutions are indispensable to the efforts of the global community toward financial integrity and financial inclusion.

The challenge in designing such rules, at the national and the international levels, is to ensure that they are always consistent with the objective of financial inclusion—that is, that the rules are adequate to the task of maintaining financial integrity yet do not create unnecessary barriers to inclusion, but rather, work to enhance it where possible.1 A consensus on this goal is already shared among policymakers worldwide who are working to develop sound KYC rules. It is reflected, in particular, in the current recommendations of the FATF in its fight against ML/TF. Those recommendations now explicitly acknowledge the need for a risk-based approach—as advocated here for other goals, as well—to be developed through the principle of proportionality. As expressed by the G20, “To strike the right balance, existing regulations should be carefully analyzed to establish whether their demands on service-providers are proportionate to the risk” (GPFI 2011).

What is much less clear is how, precisely, to implement the risk-based approach.2 The cost to a financial services provider of applying due diligence to meet a given set of KYC rules varies less than proportionally with the size of the customer’s account. If, by ignoring this reality, KYC rules are not defined differently for different types of customers, particularly the poor, financial inclusion will be undermined because financial services providers may then find that applying the rules to the smallest account holders is uneconomic, and they may therefore choose not to seek their business or to accept them as customers, or the providers may charge them more than most low-income customers can afford. More generally, KYC rules have to reflect the realities and the risks of those parties seeking access to finance.

Internationally, and to a significant extent within many countries as well, KYC regulations do not yet meet the essentials of a rigorous, risk-based approach (box 4.1). The task, then, is to implement the approach in such a way as to improve financial inclusion and financial integrity. Recommendations for KYC also must be consistent with the more general recommendation in section 3 to level the playing field between various types of financial services providers. The rules should not seek to tilt the playing field in favor of or against banks, providers of mobile money, or other institutions involved in service provision, such as MNOs and other DSPs.

A number of features of current KYC regulations worldwide are not consistent with a risk-based approach. First, the stated aim at present is to completely eliminate ML/TF. Certainly, no level of

1. For further discussion of the international dimension, see CGD (2015).

2. Importantly, there is a need to generate and use data to support the risk-based approach. However, further analysis is needed to determine efficient ways to proceed with these tasks.
either activity is to be condoned. In practice, however, no amount of regulation can hope to reduce these activities to zero simply because criminals determined to engage in those activities can resort to less transparent options outside the formal financial system.

Second, current approaches do not provide clear guidance on how to calibrate due diligence to the scale of social risk. Requirements that fail to differentiate between large and small customers work to the detriment of financial inclusion because the cost of due diligence becomes extremely high for the provider and the user, relative to transaction size, when the transaction is small. Low-income customers are thus, almost by definition, those whom standard due diligence procedures will tend to price out, leaving them financially excluded. 3

Third, current KYC regulations do not clearly articulate which violations of ML/TF laws are considered more serious and which

---

3. Estimates of the costs of complying with ML/TF regulation suggest that the direct, out-of-pocket costs are high and increasing over time, both for traditional financial institutions and for other providers of financial services, and that KYC-related costs represent the second-largest component of those costs. However, the breakdown of those high reported costs across small and large clients remains unclear (KPMG International 2014).
less so, and the correlation between the severity of the offense and the penalty to be imposed is missing. Although the largest fines to date have involved scandalous cases of willful violations, penalties for less egregious offenses have been largely uncertain. A sound regulatory approach is needed to create more clarity ex ante; penalties cannot simply be decided ex post as violations are discovered. Without greater clarity, financial institutions will naturally assume the worst and respond as if all infringements carry a very high penalty. This is bound to lead to outcomes that are inefficient from the perspective of financial inclusion. Extreme uncertainty among providers about the penalties they face will reduce their incentive to provide services to all, but especially to small clients from whom the provider already earns relatively little profit.

Finally, the current regulatory regime relies on strong customer identification credentials. In many countries, however, the basic legal ID system is weak or even nonexistent, which can undermine the value of KYC efforts. Because existing forms of legal IDs cannot be relied on, providers are forced to develop their own identification credentials (like the bank verification number in Nigeria), which is costly and possibly uneconomic for smaller accounts, again discouraging inclusion. The “K” in KYC can thus not be separated from the need for robust identification to be widely and easily available, including to low-income individuals.

This section of the report identifies six areas for action: better coordination of KYC efforts; requirements to take a practical, risk-based approach; stronger national identification systems; clarified and more graduated penalties for violation of KYC rules; increased direct international transactions; and differential approaches, by country.

### Improving cross-border coordination

**RECOMMENDATION 15.** An urgent need exists for greater coordination of efforts toward a sound global KYC regime, both among the national authorities of different countries and—within some countries—across individual agencies. Clearer guidance from the FATF could be useful in both cases.

Cross-border transactions pose special challenges to a risk-based approach to KYC. One challenge is the present lack of coordination between countries’ regulatory authorities regarding ML/TF risks. Another is the heterogeneity of financial corridors between sending and receiving countries. A third is the additional regulatory uncertainty stemming from the multiple layers of existing guidance and regulation—from the FATF, from national regulators, and in some countries, such as the United States, from regulators at subnational levels. Although countries on their own can make progress on the domestic front, improving the trade-off between KYC requirements and the ease of cross-border transactions will require better coordination between regulators across countries, particularly because some national rules have implications for other countries.

### Scaling KYC requirements to client size

**RECOMMENDATION 16.** In line with the risk-based approach, KYC rules should recognize the minimal risks posed by customers undertaking small transactions by allowing for restricted and graduated accounts. Less onerous KYC measures should be required for certain types of basic accounts especially useful for low-income customers, with limits on their balances and on the size of transactions. KYC rules should also support leveling the playing field between banks and DSPs: the rules must be similar for all providers of the same service.

One important way to maintain financial system integrity without undermining financial inclusion is by establishing tiered KYC requirements. Typically this is done by creating restricted accounts, with limits on balances and transactions and subject to simplified KYC requirements. Cumbersome forms of documentation that many poor people will be unable to provide, such as proof of address and a declared source of income, should be waived for these accounts. Instead, a basic form of legal identification should suffice. India, Peru, and South Africa are countries where banks already offer restricted accounts involving lower levels of due diligence (box 4.2).

In the mobile domain, SIM card registration can provide a minimal and equivalent KYC requirement for opening a restricted account. Many countries already require the registration of SIM cards (the removable chip within a smartphone or other device that contains information about the user’s identity): as of July 2013, at least 80 countries had mandated or were actively considering mandating the registration of prepaid SIM users (GSMA 2013). Box 4.3
Know-your-customer rules describes how SIM card registration works to establish restricted accounts in Kenya.

Authorities in a number of countries have thus already made significant advances in complying with the objective of KYC recommendations by allowing the introduction of restricted bank and mobile accounts subject to less onerous KYC measures. This policy formally (if implicitly) recognizes the lesser riskiness of small accounts and sends a valuable signal to financial institutions that the authorities value their efforts to encourage financial inclusion. In many other countries, however, progress so far has been scant.

Unfortunately, no comparable progress has been made at the international level toward formally graduating KYC requirements for cross-border transactions. Limits for small transactions need not be uniform across countries, but differentiated limits could be set according to the conditions of the sending and receiving countries. The list of “high-risk and non-cooperative jurisdictions” maintained by the FATF could serve as a basis for these limits, with lower indicative limits for countries considered riskier.

Strengthening national identification systems

RECOMMENDATION 17. National identification systems must be strengthened, both to facilitate compliance with KYC rules for banks and DSPs and to support the effectiveness of the preceding recommendations as they apply to cross-border transactions.

To meet the standards needed for adequate KYC enforcement, government-issued ID systems must be robust enough to prevent individuals from setting up multiple accounts under different identities. Moreover, in principle, and for countries judged to have the

Box 4.2 Restricted bank accounts in three developing countries

India, Peru, and South Africa have implemented the risk-based approach for the formal banking sector by establishing reduced KYC requirements for “basic” bank accounts with limits on balances and activity (inflows and outflows). The accounts are restricted to domestic transactions in all three countries (with a minor exception for South Africa).

In India, opening a restricted bank account requires only a photograph and a fingerprint or signature in the presence of a bank officer. Within a year of opening the account, the holder must show proof of having applied for an Aadhaar, a unique ID number issued by the Unique Identification Authority of India (see box 4.4). The maximum balance in a restricted account is Rs50,000 rupees (US$733.49), the aggregate of all credits in a financial year must not exceed Rs100,000 (US$1,466.99), and total withdrawals and transfers in one month may not exceed Rs10,000 (US$146.70). In Peru, restricted accounts require only a national ID and are limited to a balance of not more than 2,000 soles (US$571.96), with daily transactions capped at 1,000 soles (US$285.98).

In South Africa, restricted accounts have a maximum balance limit of R25,000 rand (US$1,580.63), a daily transactions limit of R5,000 (US$316.13), and a monthly transactions limit of R25,000. Banks are required to take a copy of the client’s identity document (Identity Book or, more recently, ID smartcard) but no other documentation, such as proof of address or tax number. Restricted accounts may operate across the Common Monetary Area of southern Africa (which includes Lesotho, Namibia, and Swaziland).

In all three countries, the KYC requirements for opening a regular banking account are more stringent: in addition to proof of identity and residence (required in all three), India requires the account holder’s age, Peru requires information about the account holder’s occupation and employer and the purpose of opening the account, and South Africa requires at least an address and tax number. All three countries also have reasonably good mechanisms to authenticate that the customer is in fact the person shown on the ID—a capability that is lacking in some other countries.

Note

1. Conversions to US$ are estimated using the average daily exchange rates during February 2016.
capacity to properly identify criminals and terrorists, including those identified globally, ID systems should allow for easy verification of credentials for individuals and companies and comparison against criminal and terrorist lists. Although still in its early stages, the Aadhaar ID system in India is a good example of a system capable of supporting the dual goal of promoting financial inclusion and satisfying a risk-based KYC approach (box 4.4).

Multilateral organizations can play two important roles in the effort toward strengthening systems of identification worldwide:

First, by supporting national governments of developing countries in their efforts to improve their ID systems, and second, by working toward establishing global quality standards for identity documentation. Such an effort would also support the application of a risk-based approach to international financial transactions. At present,
the only global ID standard is the International Civil Aviation Organization’s standard for machine-readable passports. Institutions such as the World Bank and other multilateral development banks have begun to take a more systematic approach toward ID systems. Financial regulators should engage with that process.

Clarifying and graduating penalties

**RECOMMENDATION 18.** In keeping with the principle of proportionality, regulators must articulate what they regard as more and less serious failures of KYC processes and set rules and penalties accordingly. For small accounts and limited transactions, penalties should be set according to failures to comply with KYC requirements rather than on whether or how many infractions have taken place. Penalties should also be set on a graduated basis, increasing as the failure of compliance becomes more severe and regular.

In an undertaking as complex as KYC regulation of financial services, fully and explicitly laying out all the penalties for every imaginable violation of the rules is impossible. In addition, excessively onerous and costly KYC regulations on financial flows and ex post sanctions on their violation will tend to divert financial flows into less transparent channels, including cash, even though this increases costs and reduces convenience for legitimate users. Thus, if financial institutions are required to pursue KYC diligence up to the point at which the expected risk is zero, the objective of overall financial integrity may fail to be achieved. The need for regulatory predictability demands, however, that the basis for assessing penalties be as clearly defined as is feasible. For smaller accounts and limited transactions, this involves meeting two criteria. First, penalties should be set according to whether the financial institution responsible for complying with the KYC requirements has failed to do so, not on the basis of whether or how many violations have occurred. Second, penalties should be set according to whether the financial institution responsible for complying with the KYC requirements has failed to do so, not on the basis of whether or how many violations have occurred. For accounts that handle high-value transactions, a sliding scale of penalties for ML/TF violations should also apply.

Similarly, clear indicative guidance is needed for international transactions with respect to the basis for penalties and the severity of the infraction. As just outlined for domestic transactions, penalties relating to small transactions should be graduated according to the seriousness of the failure to comply with mandated due diligence processes. Also, authorities could benefit from guidance from the FATF regarding the size of transactions considered small enough to pose minimal risk.

To assist in setting appropriately graduated KYC requirements and penalties, more quantitative research should explore the nature and extent of illicit transactions, both domestic and international, and whether conducted through the financial system or through other channels. Researchers should also investigate the trade-offs between different types and levels of regulations and penalties.

Encouraging international account-to-account transactions

**RECOMMENDATION 19.** Regulation should encourage a shift from cash-to-cash wire transfers toward direct international transactions between identified holders of bank accounts or e-money.

With the rapid spread of e-money and an increasing prevalence of digital money transmission, technology is already facilitating a shift from less transparent, cash-to-cash wire transfers and other mechanisms (such as hawala in the Middle East and elsewhere) toward direct, account-to-account transfers, whether to and from a bank account or an e-money account. Advances in that direction could reduce the cost of remittances and increase their transparency, thereby reducing KYC concerns. Especially because international remittances often are repeat transactions, this approach could include establishing notional “transmission accounts” with money transfer operators for otherwise unbanked customers. Those accounts would be subject to the same minimal KYC requirements as for restricted bank accounts or e-money accounts but would serve solely as vehicles for money transmission.

Some countries, such as Kenya, already have the necessary infrastructure in place to support account-to-account transactions and indeed have seen them become the dominant mode of international transfers. This recommendation would have to be implemented in parallel with initiatives to promote domestic financial inclusion, however, to avoid disruption to cross-border remittances. In the interim, the
suggested approach is to open up restricted accounts, such as those portrayed in box 4.2, to similarly restricted international transactions.

Recognizing the need for different approaches for difficult cases

RECOMMENDATION 20. In cases in which a country is deemed to pose particularly severe risks to global financial integrity, a special transfer system for transactions to and from that country might be set up as a “safer corridor,” available only to those local financial intermediaries and transfer recipients included on a preapproved, or positive, list.

A positive list (in the present context, one that lists only those individuals and entities permitted to conduct transactions and that excludes all others) is by its nature far more restrictive than a negative list (one that lists only those who may not conduct transactions and that allows all others). Hence, a “safer corridor” system available only to those entities appearing on a positive list should be adopted only for very extreme cases, namely, those countries that have been flagged as representing a particularly serious risk for ML/TF and lack the most basic capacity to apply even minimal KYC processes. Even under these conditions, a balanced assessment of the risks of shifting financial flows toward less transparent channels might reasonably support some minimum permitted level of transfers. FATF guidance on the process for establishing and operating such safer corridors would be desirable. One approach toward creating a safer corridor is under exploration for Somalia (box 4.5).

Box 4.5 A “safer corridor” for Somalia

The “safer corridor” concept is still under exploration, and the details have not yet been fully worked out. It would entail a third-party entity (the “safer corridor portal”) taking responsibility for auditing procedures at money transfer operators to ensure appropriate compliance, auditing sender and receiver identities, monitoring remittance amounts for abnormal activity, and scrutinizing any key intermediate correspondent channels, such as clearinghouses in third-party countries. Critically, the safer corridor portal’s reviews would take place on an ongoing and real-time basis to ensure that the standards required for an operator to register with the authorities are maintained. The safer corridor portal itself would also undergo rigorous external compliance checks to minimize reputational risks to those parties involved (Beechwood International 2013).

In recent years, a crisis emerged in remittances from the United Kingdom to Somalia, as high perceived risks prompted an increasing number of U.K. banks to end their relationships with money transfer operators sending money to Somalia. In response, in October 2014, the U.K. government began developing the U.K.–Somalia “Safer Corridor” Pilot (see Government of the United Kingdom 2015; and Makin, Clark, and Lonie 2015). Following extensive analyses and consultations, steps to help formalize the remittance sector in Somalia, giving banks in the UK greater confidence about the final destination of any money being sent through their channels, are being drawn up.
Chapter 5

Achieving financial inclusion in retail payments

The expansion of digital financial inclusion—and the realization of its benefits—depend on progress in further extending payment services. This section of the report can thus be seen as an application of the recommendations in the previous sections to a financial service that is crucial to financial inclusion. Progress in financial inclusion as it relates to payment services involves achieving ubiquity, convenience, and trust in those services. Ubiquity means that everyone in a country enjoys proximity, digital or physical, to the payment network. Convenience requires, besides ubiquity, ease of use and affordability for the consumer, yet in a manner that is sustainable for the provider. Trust requires adequate consumer protection and the mitigation of various risks—technological, financial, and legal—both to the individual user and to the financial system as a whole, achieved at reasonable cost to providers and users.¹

As with other financial services, progress in fostering inclusion in payment services will depend on ensuring, through various policies, effective competition among payment service providers, a level playing field among the types of payment services, and adequate protection for consumers of the services, including through balanced know-your-customer (KYC) rules. (See sections 2, 3, and 4, respectively, for a broader discussion of each component.) More than for other services, however, the institutional framework of the payment system—its organization, infrastructure, and the laws and rules governing its use—matters greatly. This is so in large part because payment services and related (retail) clearing and settlement infrastructures involve crucial network externalities on both the demand and the supply sides: the value of these services to any given user or provider depends on the number of other users and providers participating in the network with whom they can transact. Given the scope for market failures, the public sector has an important role as a regulator and overseer to ensure that the market develops—but does not tend toward a natural monopoly—yet that safe and equitable access requirements are adopted and implemented. It is this institutional framework to which the recommendations here apply.

Countries differ greatly in many respects, the modalities for the provision of payment services are evolving rapidly, and regulatory interventions have to balance various public and private concerns. Each country’s choice of framework will depend on, among other things, its policy goals and their prioritization; the existing supply-side structures and their capacity to play a beneficial role in financial inclusion and in the upgrading of payment service provision; concerns regarding the risks of undue market concentration, consumer abuse, and financial instability and the country’s ability to handle risks; and institutional and legal constraints and the extent to which they allow or hinder experimentation.

Annex 2 discusses how some of these considerations affected the approaches that authorities in Australia, the European Union, and Kenya took in developing institutional frameworks for digital payment services and how those approaches changed over time. (A pattern somewhat similar to Kenya’s was followed in the Philippines, which in 2004 saw the first successful mobile payment service in a developing country, with regulation adopted later; see Khan 2012.) These examples show that the optimal approach to building an institutional framework for a country’s payment system that serves the objective of financial inclusion remains unclear, and the systems remain in flux in many countries around the world. Two points, however, are clear.

The first point is that payment services, like other financial services, will be provided in all countries by a variety of institutions, some of which (banks, for example) will engage exclusively in financial services whereas others (such as MNOs and other DSPs) maintain a significant presence in other sectors. The second point is that effective regulation of the market for payment services will involve all three of the key regulatory areas identified previously: adequate competition, a level playing field (identical regulation for identical services), and adequate KYC rules and consumer protection (the

¹. These features of payment systems are closely related to the three key elements of financial inclusion (availability, affordability, and quality) discussed in section 1.
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latter achieved in a way that balances these concerns and inclusion). Specific recommendations under each of those three headings follow.

**Promoting effective competition**

Effective competition in payment services requires more than the ability of new service providers, including DSPs, to enter the market and weak providers to exit. It also involves making sure that all providers have access to business critical inputs and networks, that pricing policies do not raise barriers against efficient provision, and that the markets for payment services display the right degree of interoperability, balancing the interests of those entities that want to enter (and who must recover their investment) with the need for a large enough market to gain economies of scale, given the inherent network externalities in payment services.

**Access**

**RECOMMENDATION 21.** In principle, regulation should not impose on payment services providers, users, or other network participants any of the following: rules that discriminate between authorized payment services providers as to the rights, obligations, and entitlements of participants; restrictions on the basis of institutional status; or restrictive rules for effective participation in other systems.

Rules for access to the payment system should generally be left to the system’s managers because access rules are business matters, not matters of policy. The rules must be consistent, however, with a level playing field; they should be objective, nondiscriminatory, and proportionate to their aim; and they should not inhibit access to the system more than is necessary to safeguard against specific risks and to protect the system’s financial and operational stability. Because of the network externalities and the overall importance of the payment system, regulators can have a legitimate role in determining which types of providers have access to it and under what conditions. In addition, circumstances may call for continued regulation and oversight with respect to specific concerns (for example, the use of robust technologies). Any such requirements are recommended primarily for the sake of efficiency and market competitiveness because inclusion, as such, is not directly linked to access criteria.

**Pricing**

**RECOMMENDATION 22.** As a general principle, and consistent with this report’s general recommendations on competition, pricing of payment services can be left to the market. In some circumstances, however, interventions may be needed to ensure that pricing policies are in line with the provider’s actual costs. Such interventions may include, for example, limits on interchange fees. Ensuring near-universal access may also require other types of interventions.

Charges for payment services arise for two distinct groups of participants: on one hand are the fees and other charges imposed on consumers for use of the service, and on the other hand are the interchange fees charged to merchants and other intermediaries for the use of payment systems (card switches, for example) and networks (ATM, POS, and mobile networks, for example). Interchange fees are only indirectly related to financial inclusion. For both groups, the pricing of these charges can almost always be left to the market to decide: in a competitive environment, payment service providers will have an incentive to keep prices low to expand their business and so maximize revenue. The main issue is to avoid collusion in the market and abuse of a dominant position because either can affect business choices adversely and foreclose new entry, thus reducing competition. In addition, prices to all participants must be kept transparent and as low as possible, to make products and services affordable in order to encourage the use of digital payment instruments.

Competition issues can arise, however, in terms of pricing and access, which raises questions about whether and how best to intervene. As noted in section 2, network externalities can lead to monopolistic or oligopolistic pricing of financial services and to other deviations from full competition, possibly requiring intervention. Among the possible responses are the setting or capping of various fees, such as fees for transactions that go off the network (box 5.1). In general, a graduated approach to such problems, stepping up the level of intervention incrementally if problems persist, is best.
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Pricing policies should also be in line with the actual cost of providing the service, however, to avoid unsustainable provision. Unbanked populations often are too poor to afford high fees, and typically their transactions are of low monetary value. Also, many of the unbanked reside in remote areas, making delivery of services to them more costly. As a result, payment services for those populations may well be unprofitable unless either they are subsidized in some way or the providers can cover their costs by other means (for example, through higher fees for other customers or through sales of other services to the same customers). To achieve near-universal service in remote areas, where service may be uneconomic, the regulator might have to set more articulated competition and pricing policies (such as allowing for tiered pricing, in which large-value transactions or richer customers pay more, thus subsidizing service provision for the poor), permit mechanisms for recovery of costs (such as a general fee imposed on all customers that pays for specific services), or offer incentives to provide service, such as up-front, time-bound startup subsidies. Such mechanisms can draw on experience with policies adopted in other network industries with universal or near-universal service obligations, such as electricity, mail, and water.

Interoperability

RECOMMENDATION 23. Consistent with recommendations in section 2, regulatory intervention to ensure interoperability of payment systems should be undertaken mostly ex post—and then only when necessary. If intervention is required, regulators should be mindful not to mandate interoperability of payment systems either too early or too late; the former can dampen innovation and market development, whereas the latter can allow one or more dominant players to accumulate too much market power.
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Interoperability of payment systems and networks is a cornerstone of financial inclusion because it ensures that the ability to transfer funds does not depend on a single communications network or service provider, which would impair competition and affect consumers’ experience. Also, interoperability enables providers to more easily use different access devices at the same entry point and process different payment instruments within the same platform. Furthermore, network interoperability serves to limit duplicative investments and thus can lead to greater financial sustainability for the most competitive networks—that is, those that provide the best services.

Interoperability of the payment system is not an all-or-nothing proposition. Rather, it can be achieved at different levels of the payment chain at different times. As a consequence, the real issue is not whether interoperability in general is desirable but rather to what extent and at what level it is appropriate and possible at a given time. In deciding those matters, the need for financial inclusion and efficiency must be balanced against proprietary rights on technology and intellectual property and against the need for protection of new entrants from undue risk, both of which will encourage new development and competition for the market.

Leveling the playing field

A level playing field is as important a principle for payment services as for other financial services. It requires action at various levels: at the level of the merchant offering various types of POS services and at the levels of the institutional infrastructures needed to deliver the payment services and settle the payments.

Payment options

RECOMMENDATION 24. Merchants should be free to choose which payment channel or channels they will use, but they should be discouraged from signing exclusivity arrangements. Customers should not be forced to use, or to pay more for, one means of payment when more than one are available. Regulation should be technology neutral, and standards should be based on functionality.

Competition among payment services is most likely to prevail when merchants can choose the channel or channels they will accept for payment—cash, checks, debit cards, store-of-value cards, or Internet or other platform-based products. Merchants should be discouraged, however—and possibly in some circumstances even prevented—from signing agreements that limit their use of payment services (or acceptance devices) to a single provider. Besides locking merchants in at a time when technology and new forms of financial service provision are rapidly changing, such exclusivity agreements limit competition in the payment services market.

For merchants that accept multiple payment channels, including cash, the general policy should be that the customer should be free to choose among them, without regard to whether one costs the merchant more than another. Whether a merchant should be permitted to offer a discount (or impose a surcharge) for the use of a specific instrument—as a way of encouraging or discouraging its use over others—is controversial. In the European Union, for example, surcharges have not been prohibited as a general rule, but caps have been set on interchange fees for card-based transactions as a way of limiting such practices. Elsewhere (for example, in some U.S. states) such prohibitions against differentiation exist, but the benefits, if any, to users are not clear.

Finally, regulators should use a technology-neutral approach to the treatment of different payment instruments. They should base their regulatory standards on the functions executed and the risks connected with them, not on which specific technology is used. They should avoid allowing regulation to be driven by or biased toward the needs of any specific technology or technologies. For instance, electronic payment instruments should all be regulated as a whole, rather than mobile payment services only, given their many common features. And to limit regulatory arbitrage and enforce a level playing field, regulators should avoid a piecemeal approach.

Clearing and settlement infrastructures

RECOMMENDATION 25. The operation of infrastructures for the processing, clearing, and settlement of payments is best left to the market, with retail payment instruments fully integrated. As a general principle, the public sector should be involved only as a regulator of infrastructure but, in exceptional cases, could serve as an operator of the infrastructure.
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Choices about how to process, clear, and settle payments are best left primarily to the market. Such choices will contribute to shaping the national infrastructure for clearing and settlement, however, and thus should be subject to general policies in this respect (see Committee on Payments and Market Infrastructures and the World Bank Group 2015). Retail payments should be fully integrated into the national payment system so that users can use any instrument they wish (provided it is potentially interoperable), knowing that it is fully secure from clearing and settlement perspectives. With current technology, most digital transactions are executed in real time, and this is indeed highly recommended. It does not necessarily mean, however, that the transactions are also settled in real time within the payments system, between the entities (banks or DSPs) that hold the payer’s and the payee’s transaction accounts. Whether to settle transactions on a net (batched) basis or on a real-time basis is at the discretion of the individual service provider, whose choice may depend on the volume and average size of the transactions.

A clear public interest exists in having a country’s real-time gross settlement system run by the central bank because that system also is important for monetary policy and therefore for the stability of the entire financial system. Such motivations are less likely to exist for retail payments, however, and thus those systems are more likely to be run by the private sector. If, nevertheless, the central bank or a government agency is involved in operating a retail payment system, it should do its utmost to cooperate with the private sector. When the market is unwilling or unready to build the relevant infrastructure, the public sector (usually the central bank) may be able build it, preferably in cooperation with the private sector. When that occurs, what also often happens (and is indeed preferable) is that at a further stage, the central bank privatizes the system. Regardless, the payments system must be reviewed on an ongoing basis—as to its safety and reliability—and enhanced as necessary.

Ensuring consumer protection and KYC

RECOMMENDATION 26. A solid institutional framework requires disclosure of fees charged—in ways that make them easily comparable across providers and products—and the provision of adequate customer recourse and dispute resolution mechanisms. The objective of financial system integrity should be balanced with that of not unnecessarily hindering access to payment services.

Competition, self-regulation, and reputational mechanisms can provide strong incentives for private sector institutions involved in payment services to ensure an adequate degree of consumer protection, but government regulation also has a role. The capacities of local supervisory and competition agencies should be taken into consideration, as well. Analysis of those capacities may reveal a need for further support and training of staff (abroad, if necessary) and for greater reliance on private forms of monitoring and enforcement of consumer protection rules, including through consumer charters.

KYC requirements should be proportional to the risk, as recommended by the Global Partnership for Financial Inclusion. Regulators can adopt less burdensome standards for low-value payment services, for example, such as adjusted KYC procedures and lower capital requirements for small store-of-value products, along with less strict oversight.

---

2. Some countries consider their system of clearing for card transactions important for systemic financial stability. In such cases, more oversight would be warranted.

3. Another argument for the government to play a role is that the government sector is likely to be a large-volume, recurrent payer. Payments in which it is involved include government collections (taxes) and payments to contractors, utility and transit fares, payrolls, remittances, social services, welfare, and other kinds of payments processed in bulk. Using the formal payment system for those purposes can not only save costs but also increase the usefulness to consumers of having transaction accounts, thus promoting more widespread adoption of such accounts.
Annex 1
Three main principles for pro-inclusive regulation

Three fundamental principles underlie the approach to regulation for financial inclusion advocated in this report: regulating by function, regulating by degree of risk, and balancing ex ante and ex post regulation. This annex expands on these principles.

Regulating by function

With the influx of new providers and the development of new business models, the conventional mappings between financial products and services and different types of institutions are becoming increasingly blurred. The way for regulators to deal with this protean environment is to regulate by function rather than by type of institution. Such an approach seems appropriate not only to the broader task of regulating financial services effectively but also to promoting the goal of financial inclusion.

Regulating by function can serve a dual purpose: that of leveling the playing field across alternative providers and that of reducing uncertainties regarding the nature of the regulatory framework that might apply to new players. Consider, for example, the hotly debated issue of regulation and supervision for e-money issued by MNOs and other DSPs. The view taken in this report follows straightforwardly from the principle of regulation by function: as long as DSPs limit their provision of financial services to small transactions in payments, remittances, and transfers, with limited intraday exposure—that is, as long as they do not offer a substantial and long-lasting store of value—they should not be subject to bank-type regulation and supervision. (They may—indeed, should—be subject to typical oversight of payment services and to typical consumer protection regulations, however.) If instead these DSPs offer what may properly be called store-of-value instruments, then they should be required to either accept limits on their activities, including their investments, or be subject to regulation and supervision and possibly have insurance (with associated other conditions and allowing for choice among various insurance modalities).

Regulating by degree of risk

Regulation according to risk of the financial services provider is already a fundamental principle of the modern approach to financial regulation. The various capital and liquidity requirements, capital surcharges, and other regulations recommended for banks by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision are based on this principle (see BCBS 2010). The committee’s recommendations were advanced to enhance the stability of commercial banks and the financial system, but the objective of improved financial inclusion requires a similar risk-based approach. Current national legislation on financial regulation in many countries, however, omits (and sometimes even contradicts) any notion of risk-based regulation as a means toward greater financial inclusion. One important reason is that the concept of promoting financial inclusion is itself relatively new in many countries and still nonexistent in a few. Another reason is that, unlike in the case of regulation aimed at financial stability, regulators have not yet accumulated sufficient experience in dealing with the potential trade-offs and unintended consequences that can result from enacting regulations aimed at improving financial inclusion, especially through new types of financial service providers.

This report maintains that a risk-based approach should guide all aspects of the regulatory framework for financial inclusion: the riskier the financial service provider is to the user or the whole financial system, or the more the user is potentially at risk of loss of funds or of fraud, abuse, misuse, or being sold an inappropriate product, the higher should be the regulatory bar. Rules to implement this approach can include the licensing of providers who are allowed to offer certain financial products; capital or liquidity requirements (or both) and other limitations on some providers; and consumer protection rules and KYC regulations, among others, for specific financial products. Regulation today in many countries, especially regarding KYC rules, fails to incorporate a sufficiently risk-based approach, whether in terms of international standards or in terms
of local regulation. The good news is that a number of countries are achieving progress.

**Balancing ex ante and ex post regulation**

Regulation of the financial system differs significantly from that imposed on most other economic sectors in one important respect: Banks and other traditional providers of financial services are subject to regulations that are well defined on an ex ante basis. Regulations governing the activities of most other industries (except health care) more typically follow an ex post approach.

Ex ante regulation refers to rules that set prerequisites on providers as a condition for their being allowed to participate in a market. This type of regulation starts from the assumption that, left on its own, the market will not generate safe and efficient outcomes and that participation therefore must be regulated. Ex ante regulation is predominant in the financial sector because of the many market failures to which it is subject, in part because of the extensive interconnections between players. For example, capital requirements are placed on banks as a means of avoiding moral hazard—that is, of preventing them from taking excessive risks, with the expectation that the government will bail them out should they fail.

Ex post regulation, in contrast, refers to regulatory intervention that occurs only after a problem or market failure has been identified (usually following a formal investigation). This regulatory approach typically is adopted in industries other than financial services, to ensure appropriate market conduct and, especially, to avoid anti-competitive behavior by dominant market players.

Because the provision of digital financial services involves the participation of both the financial services industry and an important nonfinancial industry—the telecommunications industry—designing an appropriate mix of ex ante and ex post regulation for digital services is a difficult challenge. The view taken in this report is that the mix will depend on the service provided. For example, as emphasized previously, payments and transfer services provided by MNOs and other nonbank DSPs generally pose limited risks to the financial system and therefore can be subject to lighter ex ante regulation. This approach will best serve the efficient development of the market, as excessive ex ante regulation would inhibit innovation and the development of new products and markets. However, because the possibility remains that the market will develop in undesirable ways (for example, with the emergence of a dominant player), the option of imposing tough ex post regulatory intervention must be preserved. As the market evolves to provide services beyond payments, and as the activities of DSPs converge toward those of banks, more ex ante regulation that is consistent with the principles of regulating by function and on the basis of risk will be necessary.

The right balance of ex ante and ex post regulations will also depend on each country’s circumstances. For example, countries whose financial systems are well developed, with good institutional environments, and countries with very poorly developed financial systems may both operate best under a more laissez-faire model for digital financial services, but for different reasons. In the former, financial stability concerns may be less paramount, allowing for greater experimentation, whereas in the latter, the potential gains from financial inclusion are greater, making the emergence of new models attractive. In the Philippines and in Kenya, for example, the delay in issuing regulations was arguably important in allowing market innovation to develop and regulators to base regulations on the actual risks revealed through market dynamics rather than on ex ante suppositions.
Annex 2

Examples of approaches to defining payments services: European Union, Australia, and Kenya

Ex ante and ex post regulation of e-money in the European Union

The first version of the E-Money Directive, adopted by the European Union in 2000, exemplifies the ex ante approach to prudential regulation of payment services. In hindsight, this measure turned out to be a barrier to innovation by setting overly strict regulatory hurdles. Consequently, the directive was revised in 2007 (and to be transposed into national legislation by all EU and EEA member states by 1 November 2009 at the latest) to set less stringent requirements.1

One of the declared aims of the 2000 directive was to regulate the newly emerging e-money services so as to prevent a lack of legal certainty from hampering innovation. That directive, however, not only regulated e-money products as such but also specified which kinds of entities could offer them. It also established prudential requirements for so-called electronic money institutions (EMIs), which are entities offering payment products that store value not in a bank account but somewhere in a software program or electronic device.

When the European Commission assessed the application of the 2000 directive in 2005, it found that certain of the directive’s restrictions and requirements—and, in some cases, their national implementation and interpretation—had slowed the development of the e-money market and kept it from reaching its full potential (The Evaluation Partnership 2006). In addition, legal uncertainty as to the applicability of the directive to certain business models had restrained the development of certain products. Accordingly, the rules were subsequently revised.

Two important developments had occurred in the meantime. First, certain newly launched products clearly did not create stores of value, but they still involved financial services that required regulation. A new payment services directive was therefore adopted in 2007, covering a wider spectrum of services and imposing lower prudential requirements on what were called “payment institutions” (PIs). The directive also allowed the creation of “payment accounts” by a PI, which differ from standard bank accounts in that they may be used only for executing payments and may keep money on deposit for only a limited time. Second, the 2000 E-Money Directive had never really worked for EMIs, in large part because its prudential requirements were disproportionate to the actual scope of their activities. These requirements had been derived from those of credit institutions, which provide a much wider range of services, including services of higher risk.

Those considerations led in 2009 to a new E-Money Directive2 that imposed regulatory requirements closer to those for PIs under the 2007 directive. Both directives will soon again be revised, and their combined application should reveal whether the revised approach has indeed produced better results.

Australia’s approach to regulation of payment services and fees

In 1998, Australia passed the Payment Systems (Regulation) Act for the regulation of payment systems and purchased payment facilities, and for related purposes. The act defines the payments system broadly as any fund transfer system that facilitates the circulation of money (thus including retail systems), and it covers “any instruments


and procedures that relate to the system” (Australian Government, 1998, Part 2, page 3).

Under that broad definition, the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) is empowered to regulate all card-based and other schemes for the processing of transfers. In addition, because “purchased payment facilities” (a term that includes store-of-value products) are regulated under the same official powers as payment systems, the RBA has the authority to authorize each facility individually and impose specific conditions. The act permits deposit-taking institutions and any other entities authorized by the RBA for that purpose to offer these products, and for the “any other entities” group, the RBA may decide on a case-by-case basis whether to grant such authorization.

Access to the provision of innovative retail instruments is thus regulated by the RBA under its general policy on retail payments. That policy is subject to a general criterion of public interest, whereby the RBA judges whether a product or service is financially safe for use by participants, efficient, and competitive and does not materially cause or contribute to increased risk to the financial system. Efficiency and stability are, however, not the only possible concerns, because the act permits the RBA to “have regard to other matters that it considers are relevant.” Although financial inclusion concerns are not mentioned explicitly, the RBA could impose specific requirements deriving from those concerns, at least as far as they can be connected to efficiency concerns.

Developments in payment system regulation in Kenya

At its inception in 2007, Safaricom’s M-Pesa was launched using a trust account at the Commercial Bank of Africa (CBA), into which the net balance of many small accounts that were operated via phone were consolidated (today, M-Pesa’s funds are held as trust accounts in several commercial banks—see box 3.2). Although the trust account met the requirements of the country’s trust law; although the account was, as a bank product, subject to regulation and supervision by the central bank; and although Safaricom and its agents were licensed, regulated, and supervised by the Communications Commission of Kenya (CCK), the mobile payment scheme nevertheless started without any specific license or authorization for the service. It also was not designated as a specific new service later under a different mechanism, such as those sometimes found in countries where payment instruments are regulated separately from banking services. Other such services later followed. The existing trust law, the banking act, and other laws sufficed to allow for regulation and supervision, and the central bank and the CCK agreed to share information as regulators.

Within just a few years, M-Pesa had achieved high market penetration, with no sign of risk to users or to the financial system as a whole. Whether the lack of specific ex ante regulations contributed to that success, or whether a more stringent regulatory regime would have greatly hampered M-Pesa’s performance remains unsettled, however. Its success also did not dispel concerns about the potential distortions and risks from its operation. Already at M-Pesa’s inception, the banking sector had claimed regulatory discrimination because M-Pesa was not subject to the same regulatory burden imposed on bank-provided payment services and, unlike banks, was permitted to use agents for cash-in, cash-out transactions. At about the same time, Zain, a competing MNO that was launching a new mobile product, complained about Safaricom’s dominant position (Alliance for Financial Inclusion 2010).

In that context, in 2011, a National Payment System Act was adopted, which was then implemented through regulation in 2013. Accordingly, in June 2014, the central bank issued guidelines for authorization of payment service providers. Nonbanks that provide payment instruments are, as a consequence, no longer only indirectly regulated. The Kenya Bankers Association has also proposed that deposit insurance coverage be passed through to mobile money account holders, subject to rules on the fiduciary being an insured depository institution, on sufficient records being kept to identify the beneficial owners of the funds and their entitlements, and on the deposit and related information being kept available for inspection either at the bank or with the trustee or some other party (such as the MNO providing the service).
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